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APPENDIX I:

The Gillow Books at the Westminster City Archives:
'The Gillow Archive comprises of 197 volumes for the period from 1731 to 1932; of
these 80 are before 1830 including letter-books, ledgers, waste-books (records of daily
transactions) [variously called waste books, day books, journals], and estimate sketch
books'.^ The books can be found at the Westminster City Archives in MSS 344 and 735.

Letter Books; Handwritten copies of the letters that Gillows sent to suppliers and to
clients from Lancaster and London 1770-1811. These letters are either written by Robert
senior or Richard Gillow, or by a clerk. Pre 1770 there are some letters, but they are not
as consistently recorded, these letters are signed 'Robert Gillow and Son' from October
1758 - December 1768, in January 1769 by 'Richard Gillow', then by 'Robert Gillow
Jnr'.

Ledger: debts and credits were recorded in these. London and Lancaster had separate
accounting books, so every transaction between the two businesses was recorded in the
Lancaster ledger, for example if ftimiture in 'Gillows London, A / C , was sent from
Lancaster (credit to stock, £25) to London (debtor, London, £25) it would be recorded
thus:
DR.

Gillow London

25.0.0

CR.

Stock

25.0.0

Furniture sent to London included a mark-up and entries are in bulk, so feature as just a
number rather than as a list of individual items.

Day/JournalAVaste books; A journal entry is a break-down of a 'bulk' ledger entry,
with packing and carriage charges, referenced to the ledger, many journals are,
unfortunately, missing. Waste books include copies of invoices kept in date order - a

' Lindsay Boynton, Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800, (Royston: Bloomfield Press, 1995), p. 21
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source for writing-up the journal. Gillows' waste books from Lancaster before 1771 and
after 1797, can be misleading documents.^ From the 1771-72 Waste Book onwards
Gillows began to record in a systematic way; full dates, total prices including packing
and carriage and a note made of all customers, excepting those for whom only minor
repairs were carried out. Much more detail is available from this point onwards. By
1790 - l a Waste book referenced to the ledger and journals no longer exists, now the
waste book starts at page 1, despite pre-14^ August 1790 being p. 3392. Sometimes an
item in the waste books is referenced to the Estimate Sketch Books, but not always.

Estimate Sketch Books; The Estimate Sketch Books, or ESB's, exist from 1784
onwards. They are a breakdown of the prime cost of an item, labour and materials, and
feature a sketch of the item. Where an item can be matched to an invoice in the waste
book, a comparison between the prime cost and the selling price be arrived at. Not every
waste book is referenced to the ESB's, but a date or details on a customer can be used to
find and compare entries. Volumes 93 - 99 go up to 1815, pages 1 to 2001, although for
the years 1784 - 1787, volume 93, the pages are from 1 to 558, and then in volume 94,
1787-1788, they start at 1 again. The early ESB's, 1784-7, are very rough in comparison
to later ones, with sketches in the margins. The 1787-8 ESB has sketches on the lefthand page and an estimate on the right. From 1787 onwards the pages are numbered
consecutively, so the 1789 ESB begins on page 813, from 1789 onwards only each
double-spread is numbered, rather than each page as before. There is little sequence to
the ESB's, for example items jump from page to page, page 68 to 127 in volume 98 (a
sideboard made in June 1799, 344/98/1535) and from 38 to 285 in the same volume (for a
bookshelf, July 1799, 344/98/1539).

'Jobbing' or Pattern Books; a collection of sketches, probably those sent out to clients,
240 sketches, c. 1780-1810, monotone wash or in full colour. These are contained in
folio 735 volume 1 in the WCA, the designs are undated, it is thought that they were
taken to clients, so that the client could choose which design he/she liked. ^ There is an

^ MS 301 Box 8, Folder 5, page 35
^ Boynton, p. 179
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absence of complete foliation, either contemporary or modem, and discrepancies, such as
some of the designs not relating to the Lancaster Firm. These designs are possibly from
the London branch of the business, but we cannot know for certain.

Petty Ledger: journeymen accounts, crediting the furniture that he had made and the
price due, usually a running-account, he would not be paid in full until the piece was
complete, so the journeymen were paid so much each day in order to keep them going.

Other Records: cash books, petty cash ledgers and a wages regulation book.

Following an Item:
A Letter, in the Letter book, acknowledging an order for an item
Prime cost and sketch of the item in the Estimate Sketch Books
A more accurate drawing of the item can possibly be located in the Pattern Book
The Waste Book gives details of a price and a dispatch date
The Ledger gives details of the whole bill and dealings with the customer'*

There are no records for London except indirect ones, such as private records of
individuals or bank records. The earliest known piece of Gillow furniture is the David
Wright signed and dated 1751 writing table, owned by the V&A Museum.

" This information has been collaborated with the indexes written by G. F. Osbom for the Gillow books at
the WCA. The Osbom Index can also be found in the Lindsay Boynton Archive at the
Hartley Library, MS 301, Box 8.
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APPENDIX n

The Lindsay Boynton Archive at the Hartley Library Archives, MS 301
What follows is the official list of the contents of the archive kindly provided by the staff
at the Hartley Library Archives.

MS 301
A1055

Gillow collection of the working papers of Dr Lindsay Boynton

Working papers for Gillow Furniture Designs 1760-1800 (Royston, 1995)

Box 1

Correspondence, exhibition catalogue, extracts of printed articles,
photographs of furniture, notes (some possibly associated with
Boynton's teaching) and catalogue index cards

c. 1951-95

Box 2

Correspondence, picture postcards, photocopies of original drawings
of furniture, notes, typescripts of work in progress and a notebook

c. 1955-95

Box 3

Correspondence, photographs of furniture, photocopies of
photographs of furniture, notes, and leaflets and catalogues from
antiques shops and sales

c. 1974-95

Box 4

Correspondence, notes, index cards, copies of printed articles and of
documents, postcards, negatives, unused survey forms for houses
and furniture, photographs of furniture

1975-92

Box 5

Correspondence, notes, photographs of furniture, document request
slips, British Academy guide to awards and application form for a
grant

1976-91

Box 6

Correspondence, a printed guide to Auckland Castle, County
Durham, notes, photocopied photographs of furniture, photographs
of furniture, photocopied extracts of printed articles, photocopies of
original documents relating to the Gillow company, picture postcards
and a printed guide of the Bar Convent Chapel, York, printed guides
to St Peter's Church, Winchester and the Church of Our Lady of
Consolation and St Francis, West Grinstead, Sussex, and
photographs and rubbings of the 'Gillows' stamp

c. 1977-93

Box 7

Correspondence, notebooks, postcard, index cards, illustrated
guidebook, photographs of furniture, copies of printed articles; copy
of Discovering antiques

1979-93

Box 8

Correspondence, catalogue index cards, notes, photocopies of
G.F.Osbom, 'Gillow archives: indexes to estimate sketch books,
1787-1825' and '1784-1787', a copy of a leaflet advertising the
availability of the Gillows archive on microfilm, an antiquarian book
catalogue, receipts, newspaper cuttings, photocopied extracts of
printed articles, photographs of furniture, and a copy of The Times
'magazine' (10 June 1995)

c. 1979-95

Box 9

Small amount of correspondence, notes, notebooks, photographs of
furniture, printed copy of The Furniture History Society Newsletter,
printed guides to Cannon Hall, West Yorkshire, Marston Hall,
Lincolnshire, photocopies of original drawings of furniture, a folder
of printed booklets concerning billiards and snooker, and
photocopied extracts of printed articles and books

c. 1980-95

Box 10

Correspondence, printed exhibition catalogue, notes (including a

c. 1980-95

draft of the family tree of the Gillows), photocopies of original
documents relating to the Gillow company, printed guides to and
histories of Lancaster and photocopied extracts of printed articles
Box 11

Correspondence, photocopies of original documents relating to the
Gillow company, and notes

c. 1980-95

Box 12

Correspondence, a number of printed guides to houses, notebooks, a
set of photographs of a piece of furniture in situ, and a printed map
of Sandown and Shanklin, Isle of Wight

c. 1980-95

Box 13

Correspondence, contact prints of ftimiture in situ, an index of
furniture, documents (for example, invoices, order forms and
notices) and correspondence concerned with the publication of the
book, exhibition and sale catalogues, notes possibly for teaching,
photographic negatives, and two notebooks

c. 1980-95

Box 14

Correspondence, application to the British Academy, notes,
photographs of furniture, index cards, photocopies of documents;
reading list on European furniture

1985-94, n.d.

Box 15

Orders and invoices for the book, notes and photocopies of printed
articles on church history, notes, a folder of notes, printed guides
and newspaper cuttings about Shanklin, Isle of Wight, and a folder
of photocopied letters and newspaper cuttings concerning a Shanklin
man's experiences during the first world war

c. 1984-95

Box 16

Photographs of furniture, and correspondence, printed guides and
articles, notes and photocopies of original documents concerning
Stoneleigh Abbey, Warwickshire

c. 1945-95

Box 17

Photographs of furniture, including: two folders of photographs of
chairs, and a folder of photographs of "gardevines, cisterns,
pedestals, vases, tubs, plate baskets and trays"

n.d. c. 1974-95

Box 18

Photographs and photographic negatives of furniture

n.d. c. 1974-95

Box 19

Photographs and photographic negatives of furniture

n.d. c. 1974-95

Box 20

Photographs and photographic negatives of furniture,
correspondence, and notes

n.d. c. 1974-95

Box 21

Photographs, slides and photographic negatives of furniture

n.d. c. 1974-95

Box 22

Photographs of furniture, newspaper and magazine cuttings and
correspondence concerning the publication of the book

c. 1974-95

Box 23

Photographs of original drawings of furniture, some attached to
catalogue index cards

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 24

Photographs of original drawings of furniture (some attached to
catalogue index cards)

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 25

Photographs of original drawings of furniture (some attached to
catalogue index cards), notebooks, photocopies of photographs of
original drawings of furniture, notes, and photographs of furniture in

n.d. c. 1980-95

situ
Box 26

Photographs of furniture

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 27

Photographic negatives and contact prints of furniture and curtains

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 28

Photocopies of printed photographs and descriptions of furniture,
possibly from auction or sale catalogues

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 29

Box of photographic slides of furniture

n.d.

Box 30

Box of photographic slides of furniture

n.d.

Box 31

Box of photographic slides of furniture

n.d.

Box 32

Photocopies of original documents relating to the Gillow company,
photographs of furniture, photocopied extracts of printed articles
(some in German), a number of catalogue index cards most with
photographs of original drawings of furniture attached, a notebook
and a small amount of correspondence relating to the formation of
the Furniture History Society

c. 1961-95

Box 33

Photocopies, photographs and typescript transcripts of original
documents relating to the Gillow company

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 34

Transcripts and photocopies of original documents, notes,
photocopied extracts of printed articles and books and
correspondence

c. 1984-95

Box 35

Notes, photographs of furniture and correspondence

c. 1972-95

Box 36

Notes, correspondence, printed guides to Tabley House, Cheshire,
Tatton Park, Cheshire, Plas Newydd, Anglesey, Normanby Hall,
Lincolnshire, Shugborough, Staffordshire, and Westport House,
County Mayo

c. 1973-93

Box 37

Notes, notebooks, correspondence, newspaper cuttings, photocopied
extracts of printed articles, photocopies of original documents
relating to the Gillow company, including orders for furniture and a
dispute about payment of a bill, a printed copy of a guide to Arbury
Hall, Warwickshire, a number of printed copies of The Furniture
History Society Newsletter, photographs of fomiture and paintings, a
typescript copy of a handlist of the Gillow archives in Westminster
City Libraries, and copies of printed articles about the Gillow
company, Eaton Hall, Cheshire

c. 1974-92

Box 38

Notes

n.d. c. 1974-95

Box 39

Notes, correspondence, and photocopies of original documents
relating to the Gillow company from the second half of the
eighteenth century, mostly correspondence, invoices and orders

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 40

Notes, photocopies of original documents relating to the Gillow
company (mostly invoices and orders), a small amount of
correspondence, photocopies of printed photographs and descriptions

c. 1980-95

of furniture, photocopied extracts of printed articles, typescript drafts
of material for inclusion in the book, photographs of ftimiture, and
one folder of photographs of original drawings of furniture
Box 41

Notes, photocopies of original documents relating to the Gillow
company (including bills for funerals), photographs of original
drawings of curtains, a small amoimt of correspondence, a copy of
Country Life (17 December 1987), a notebook, and a set of
photographs of furniture in situ marked 'Fitzherbert - Brockholes
(Hampshire)'

c. 1980-95

Box 42

Notes, notebooks, a small amount of correspondence, photocopied
extracts of printed articles and books, photocopies of original
documents relating to the Gillow company, and a printed guide to
Londesborough, East Yorkshire

c. 1980-95

Box 43

Notes, photographs of furniture, photocopies of photographs of
furniture and pages removed from printed books, possibly auction
catalogues

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 44

Notes, photocopies of original documents relating to the Gillow
company (including wills), photocopied extracts of printed articles,
and a photograph of a mausoleum

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 45

Notes, handwritten drafts of sections of the book and catalogue index
cards

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 46

Notes, a notebook, and catalogue index cards

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 47

Notebooks, notes, and catalogue index cards

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 48

Notebooks, notes, correspondence, exhibition catalogues, and
photographs of paintings, the interior of houses and their features (eg
windows), and furniture

c. 1984-95

Box 49

Notes on the monochrome and black and white illustrations for the
book, including diagrams of the dimensions of the illustrations, part
of the index, copy of a draft dustjacket for the book, draft cover,
contents page, foreword, list of subscribers

n.d.

Box 50

Catalogue index cards, notes, a notebook and printed histories of
Moravian church settlements in England

c. 1909-95

Box 51

Catalogue index cards, photographs of furniture, photographs of
original drawings of ftimiture (some attached to catalogue index
cards), and notes

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 52

Catalogue index cards, photographic slides, photographic negatives,
correspondence, notes, photographs of furniture, photocopies of
original documents relating to the refurbishment of Thirsk Hall,
Yorkshire, photocopied extract of a printed article, a printed
exhibition catalogue, draft of a lecture (and preparatory notes) on the
subject of the visit to Egypt by Sir Richard Worsley, seventh
baronet, a folder of letters congratulating him on the publication of
Gillow Furniture Designs 1760-1800, a printed hardback copy of the

c. 1980-95

1992 handbook of The Grosvenor House Antiques Fair, and a
wooden lucet (apparently a copy of an original made by Gillows)
Box 53

Boxes of catalogue index cards and a microfilm

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 54

Catalogue index cards, computer diskettes, a number of offprints of
a printed article by Dr Boynton, and photographs of furniture

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 55

Catalogue index cards, correspondence, photocopied extracts of
printed articles, photographs of furniture, notes, printed copies of
guides to Dyrham Park, Gloucestershire, the Grove, Isle of Man,
and Heveningham Hall, Suffolk, photocopies of original documents
relating to the Gillow company, and newspaper cuttings

c. 1985-94

Box 56

Drawer of catalogue index cards
[Not in order]

n.d.

Box 57

Drawer of catalogue index cards, numbered and possibly referring to

n.d.

Gillows original documents
Box 58

Drawer of catalogue index cards

n.d.

Box 59

Drawer of catalogue index cards, numbered and possibly referring to
Gillows original documents

n.d.

Box 60

Drawer of catalogue index cards, numbered and possibly referring to
Gillows original documents

n.d.

Box 61

Drawer of catalogue index cards, apparently referring to British
country houses

n.d.

Box 62

Drawer of catalogue index cards, marked "Freemen of Lancaster,
furniture trades"

n.d.

Box 63

Box of catalogue index cards collected by Dr Lindsay Boynton, some
in connection with 'A lover's eye: the life and loves of Sir Richard
Worsley' and some in connection with Gillow Furniture Designs
7 760-7S00 (Royston, 1995)

n.d.

Box 64

Printed copies of R.G.Collingwood, The Principles of Art (Oxford,
1963), E.F.Carritt, The Theory of Beauty (London, 1962), J.Amott
Hamilton, Byzantine Architecture and Decoration (London, 1956),
printed fine arts catalogues, correspondence (including estimates for
printing and orders for Gillow Furniture Designs), and a notebook

c. 1972-95

Box 65

Copies of the Antiques Trade Gazette and The Art Newspaper,
newspaper cuttings, a notebook, a printed copy of Sir Charles Petrie,
Lord Liverpool and His Times (London, 1954), a computer diskette,
and notes, including typescript copies of Boynton's curriculum vitae

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 66

Two copies of the Antiques Trade Gazette, a small amount of
correspondence, a printed copy of John Bivins and Paula Welshimer,
Moravian Decorative Arts in North Carolina (Old Salem, 1981), and
photocopied extracts of printed articles (some in German)

c. 1980-95

Box 67

Cuttings from Country Life concerning furniture, gardens and stately
homes

1943-74

Box 68

Printed copies of The Furniture History Society Newsletter and The
Georgian Group News, correspondence, notes, notebooks, exhibition
and sales catalogues, conference programmes, newspaper cuttings,
printed guides to stately homes, photocopies of original documents,
and photographs of furniture

c. 1947-95

Box 69

Two printed guides to Belvoir Castle, Leicestershire, notes,
photocopies of original documents relating to the Gillow company,
correspondence, and photographs of furniture and paintings

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 70

Auction and sale catalogues, a printed copy of a guide to
clockmaking in the Lancaster region, newspaper cuttings, notes, and
photocopied extracts of printed articles, catalogue index cards

c. 1973-95

Box 71

Auction catalogues, exhibition catalogues (including one for an
exhibition of Gillow furniture), photocopied extract of a printed
article, photocopies of auction and sale catalogues, notes (some
typescript), correspondence, printed copies of Antiquarian Horology,
and paperwork and correspondence associated with the production of
the book

c. 1974-95

Box 72

Printed furniture catalogue, notes, an album of photographs of
furniture, printed copies of The Furniture History Society Newsletter,
a folder of photographs of dining tables and sideboards

n.d.

Box 73

Photocopied extracts of printed articles and notes

c. 1974-95

Box 74

Three microfilms, a number of photographic slides (mostly of houses
and plans of houses in France and Switzerland; a number, possibly
personal, of gardens and flowers), picture postcards, photographs of
furniture in situ, and statistical tables drawn up by Boynton
concerning the production of furniture by the Gillows firm

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 75

Two microfilms, one marked "Gomm, English cabinetmaker
Chippendale period", the other "The Marquis of Anglesea. Gillow
upholders", a small box of photographic slides and two printed
copies of Lindsay Boynton, Gillow Furniture Designs 1760-1800
(Royston, 1995)

n.d.

Correspondence and other papers, including relating to his work as lecturer at Queen Mary and Westfield
College, University of London

Box 76

Correspondence, photographs, notes, printed histories of Richmond
and Kew, Surrey, genealogical tables, photocopies of photographs,
letters, a typescript of an article and copies of certificates of birth
and marriage

c. 1881-1995

Box 77

Computer diskettes, a microfilm, receipt duplicate books, notebooks
and lecture notes

n.d. c. 1980-95

Box 78

Papers collected by Dr Lindsay Boynton in connection with his
university teaching and research (while he was a lecturer at Leeds
University), including: notes, typescripts, photocopies and of^rints
of printed articles written by himself

c. 1959-64

Box 79

Papers collected by Dr Lindsay Boynton, possibly in connection with
his university teaching, including: notes, catalogues index cards,
correspondence, photocopied extracts of printed articles,
correspondence and papers and concerning the Bloomfield Press

c. 1974-95

Box 80

Papers for the Georgian group Midlands weekend; papers relating to
churches: photographs, notes, list, photocopy of printed article on
churches in Southern Germany, letter, 1993; copy of an article 'Lord
Burlington at home' by Lindsay Boynton; photocopy of a printed
article on Henry V i n , rebellion and the rule of law

c. 1981-93, n.d.

Box 81

Papers collected by Dr Lindsay Boynton concerning the Moravian
church in England, including: photocopied extracts of printed
articles, printed articles, printed guides to settlements, photographs
of houses, photographs and photocopies of original documents
(including drawings of buildings) and correspondence

c. 1984-95
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APPENDIX i n

Edwards and Macquoid, The Dictionary of English Furniture, in three volumes, London:
Country Life, 1954, vol. II, p. 243, entry for the Firm of Gillow.

Gillow, Firm of Cabinet-makers. Robert Gillow, a joiner, the founder of the firm,
moved to Lancaster from Kirkham-in-the-Fylde in about 1695, and was made a freeman
of the borough. The records of the firm go back to 1731 and show that they were then
concerned with building and surveying. In 1757 Robert's son, Richard, was taken into
partnership twenty-three and in 1800 he invented and patented the "telescopic diningtable". Two other sons, Robert and Thomas also entered the business. About 1770 land
was leased and premises built on the site of the showrooms of Messrs. Waring and
Gillow, in Oxford Street. The furniture for the London branch, which was managed by
Robert Jnr, was for many years made at Lancaster, a town which is described by Thomas
Pennant in his Tour in Scotland in 1776 as "famous in having some very ingenious
cabinet-makers settled here, who fabricate most excellent and neat goods at remarkably
cheap rates, which they export to London and the plantations." Entries of goods
despatched to London on a small scale appear in the Gillow books as early as 1740, and
among exports sent by Robert Gillow and other merchants to Riga are a mahogany
dressing chest and a "snap table." Gillow's also carried on a flourishing trade with the
West Indies.

The whole of the furniture for London was for many years sent by sea, the voyage taking
from ten to fourteen days. These shipments are headed in the firm's books "adventure to
London." In 1771 Gillow and Taylor are carrying on business as upholsterers and
cabinet-makers, and in 1776 the firm's style is Gillow. In 1790 it is Robert Gillow and
Company, "upholders," and in 1811 (on the death of Richard) G. and R. Gillow and
Company, merchants and cabinet-makers. Some years later the Gillows ceased to be
connected with the business, though it was still carried on under their name.
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Gillow's were employed by Mrs. Piozzi, soon after her marriage in 1794, to refurbish
Streatham Park "in modem style, supremely elegant, but [she adds] not expensive." The
firm's bills, however, amounted to the large sum of £2,380, and were mainly responsible
for the "enormous expense" which drove her into "a little Bath Lodging." The items
were disputed, and became the subject of protracted negotiations. Finally the account
was settled for £2,070. Nemmich, a German visitor to London in 1807, writes of the firm
as "the first grade salesmen and manufacturers in London; they deal widely in land and
foreign trade and maintain employees in different parts of England; their work is good
and solid, though not of the first class in inventiveness and style." The existing examples
fully justify this verdict, and the series of cost books in which rough sketches are inserted
by the clerk who kept them show that Gillow's were distinctly conservative, continuing
to produce certain models some years after they had ceased to be fashionable - e.g., a
drawing of an armchair with interlaced heart-shaped back festooned with drapery is dated
1797. In 1800, Richard Gillow of Oxford Street was granted a patent for "an
improvement on the method of constructing dining and other tables calculated to reduce
the number of legs, pillars and claws and to facilitate and render easy their enlargement
and reduction." In 1822 his third son Richard (b. 1773), bought Leighton Hall in North
Lancashire from his cousin Thomas Warwick. There are a number of pieces of furniture
in the house which resemble designs in the cost books, and were doubtless supplied by
the firm in the first decade of the nineteenth century. At Leighton Hall there are also
portraits of the Richard Gillows, senior and junior.

From the early nineties the firm sometimes stamped their case furniture with the name
"Gillows" or "Gillows, Lancaster," and appear to have been the only English makers to
adopt this practice before Victorian times. After 1820 most of their productions are
stamped. The Lancashire connections of the firm explain the large number of clients
fi'om the Northern Counties. Their names are recorded in the cost books, and among
them are the Earl of Stafford (1795), Wentworth Carlile, William Egerton of Tatton Park,
Mr. Fawkes (1788) of Famley Hall, Yorkshire, and the Earl of Derby. The family were
Roman Catholics, and their business was patronised by the co-religionists. (See also
"Leighton Hall," Arthur Oswald, Country Life, May 11 and 18, hi 1951).
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APPENDIX IV

Edwards and Macquoid, The Dictionary of English Furniture, in three volumes, London:
Country Life, 1954, vol. II, pp. 74-7, revised entry by Oliver Brackett for Thomas
Chippendale.

Chippendale, Thomas (b. 1718, d. 1779) He was bom in 1718, the son of a village
carpenter at Otley in Yorkshire. Although no definite details of his early life are known,
it is probable that he was sent up to London by a local patron and was apprenticed to a
London cabinet-maker. The first documental event in his career is his marriage in 1748
at about the age of thirty to Catherine Redshaw at St. George's Chapel, Hyde Park. After
that date the Poor Rate books of St. Martin-in-the-Fields show that he was living at
Conduit Court and Spur Alley Ward before moving to St. Martin's Lane where he rented
three houses and with which he was associated until his death in 1779. He had as
partners first James Rannie and afterwards Thomas Haig. The premises of the firm were
evidently extensive and included a shop, timber-yard and workshops.

Chippendale's reputation, overshadowing those of all other English cabinet-makers, is
due to his work the Gentleman and Cabinet-Maker's Director. This folio volume was
first published from St. Martin's Lane in 1754, a second edition (virtually a reprint)
appearing in the following year and a third enlarged edition in 1762 (issued in weekly
parts between 1759 and that year). The first two editions had each 160 engraved plates
and the third 200 plates. Almost every type of domestic furniture associated with the
mid-eighteenth century was illustrated. The plates bore Chippendale's signature, "T.
Chippendale del," and in most cases the names of the engravers; M. Darly and J. S,
Muller being employed in all three editions, while others were only engaged for the third.
The book had further a high-flown preface with references to the classics and the history
of art; though signed by Chippendale, probably it was drafted by some literary hack on
his behalf A list of subscribers is printed in the first edition only. It includes the names
of prominent peers such as the Dukes of Beaufort, Portland, Norfolk, and Hamilton, the
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Earls of Northumberland and Chesterfield, together with carpenters, cabinet-makers,
joiners and upholsterers.

Though Chippendale signed the plates Director, and wrote in the preface, "I frankly
confess, that in executing many of the drawings, my pencil has but faintly copied out
those image that my fancy suggested," thereby taking to himself the credit to the designs,
it has been convincingly shown that a large proportion of the engraved plates were the
invention of other furniture designers, in particular of Lock and Copland (^.v.) who have
been aptly described as "Chippendale's ghosts." {The Creators of the Chippendale Style,
Fiske, Kimball and E. Donnell, Metropolitan Museum Studies, vol. i. Part II, May and
November, 1929.)

This conclusion is reinforced by an advertisement of the Director in the Whitehall
Evening Post for 1753. It makes a full statement of the aim and contents of the work,
which is described as "being a New Book of Designs of Household Furniture in the
Gothic, Chinese and Modem Taste, as improved by the politest and most able Artists." It
is significant that on the title-page the reference to "the politest and most able Artists"
was omitted, so that the impression is given that all the designs were the invention of
Chippendale.

Although the practice of publishing designs of furniture goes back in Europe 200 years
earlier, nothing on the scale of the Director had hither to been attempted. Treatises on
architecture, sometimes including a few designs for movables were common enough.
Chippendale's book, on the other hand, not only confined itself to furniture but illustrated
practically every type in use. The bulk of the designs were in the rococo, Gothic or
Chinese fashions. Some of the "carver's pieces" were unrealisable aspirations, or, as
critics alleged, "specious drawings, impossible to be worked o f f " A considerable
proportion of the designs were not intended for reproduction in mahogany, but were to be
executed in a soft wood and japanned or gilded. The discovery of some of Chippendale's
accounts sent in to the owners of town and country houses where he was employed
proves that he was, during the greater part of his career, not a working cabinet-maker, but
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the organising brain of a firm which undertook the complete furnishing and decoration in
important mansions throughout the country.

The Director plates show the style of the mid-Georgian period in England, which was for
the most part and anglicised version of the French rocaille. These designs, however,
represent only one phase and a phase, partly theoretical, of the life work of this celebrated
English cabinet-maker. During the most important years of his career Chippendale had
abandoned the style reflected in the Director and, under the influence of Robert Adam
was producing furniture which has no resemblance either in type, form or decoration to
the designs within which his name is commonly associated.

In the third edition of the Director (1762), there is no noticeable change in the character
of the designs, which still remain thoroughly rococo in conception. A number of plates
in the earlier editions were omitted, and among the new designs are hall chairs, garden
seats, dressing tables, basin stands, organs and pedestals; while window cornices and
borders for damask curtains bear witness to the author's concern with interior decoration.
The influence of the neo-classic style though nowhere perceptible, was by this date just
beginning to show itself in furniture and decoration. Chippendale, occupying a leading
position among English cabinet-makers, was not long in coming in contact with Robert
Adam, who employed him to carry out in detail some of the schemes of furnishing which
he was undertaking in important country houses. It is at this stage that we are first able to
estimate Chippendale's position as a craftsman (or one should say strictly - employer of
craftsmen), because we possess his accounts rendered to the owners of various houses
built or restored by Adam, and have in many cases the finished work for comparison and
criticism. This evidence affords most of the facts we possess concerning the character of
Chippendale's firm and the merits of his production. The variety of processes of
decoration in which he worked is illustrated in his bills. Mahogany furniture was usually
supplied for the hall and dining-room, gilt and inlaid pieces for the saloon, japanning was
often favoured in bedrooms. Much valuable information as to the fabrics used in
furnishing at this date is also found in these documents.
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Of the extant accounts, the most valuable are those for furnishing Nostell Priory and
Harewood House in Yorkshire, because not only have complete records of goods
supplied been preserved but the furniture remains in its original position. The Nostell
accounts, made out in the name of Thomas Chippendale, cover a period from 1766 to
1770, and show examples of all the styles which he is known to have favoured. On the
other hand, the Harewood bills, rendered after Haig had been taken into partnership, are
dated from 1772 and illustrate the last and most accomplished phase of Chippendale's
work, when marquetry decoration predominated on types of furniture essentially neoclassic in style. These two houses supply complete documented evidence of
Chippendale's output from a date shortly after the publication of the third edition of the
Director until near his death 1779. At Nostell Priory we are able to take the measure of
his work in mahogany from the magnificent library table, which is probably the finest
example of its type in existence, while an inlaid commode with metal mounts, illustrating
an adaptation of the French style of Louis XV affords further proof that the possession of
style and brilliant technique was eminently characteristic of the finished work of
Chippendale. At Harewood there is much magnificent furniture, decorated with
marquetry and mounted with ormulu, in the neo-classic style. The famous commode
inlaid in various woods and ivory, with medallions containing representations of Diana
and Minerva, is a masterpiece of accomplished craftsmanship. Other important and
detailed accounts of Chippendale's firm are those for furnishing Mersham Hatch in Kent
(1767) and David Garrick's house Aldephi Terrace (1771-72). In the case of the former
much of the furniture has been identified (it includes a number of simple pieces for
bedrooms), but the Garrick furniture from Adelphi Terrace does not seem to have been
preserved. The accounts, however, explain in minute detail the schemes of decoration
and details of furniture supplied for the houses which Robert Adam built for the famous
actor. The original MSS. Of these accounts are in the Victoria and Albert Museum, and
the museum also possesses the japanned furniture of David Garrick's bedroom from his
villa at Hampton which was probably made by Chippendale's firm.

There are many other records of Chippendale's activities and in recent years the canon of
his work has been greatly enlarged. A note in the Director states that a certain bedstead
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was made for the Earl of Pembroke's house in Whitehall and at Wilton there are large
bookcases of remarkable quality and a pair of smaller bookcases which can be attributed
to Chippendale's firm. Among the Pembroke papers there is a receipt, dated June 21®',
1770, for "the sum of four hundred and sixty pounds five shillings being in full for the
four Bonds now delivered up with interest thereon to this day in full due from his
Lordship to ye Partnership Estate of Thomas Chippendale and the late James Rannie"
{q.v.). Most of the items are small charges for upholstery, and £243 was paid in May
1773 by Lord Pembroke in full settlement of "all demands."

Chippendale also had business relations with Lord Mansfield at Kenwood and Lord
Shelboume at Lansdown House. Additional evidence of the wide range of his operations
has lately come to light through the discovery of accounts sent into the Earl of Dumfries
at Dumfries House, Ayrshire, and the Duke of Atholl at Blair Castle, Perthshire. At both
these houses there is furniture corresponding with come of the entries in these accounts.
A bill exists for the supply to the Duke of Portland in 1766 of two gilt mirrors in the
Director style and form. From notes on one of his original drawings, now in the
Metropolitan Museum of New York, it appears that he was employed by Coplestone
Warre Bamfylde at Hestercombe in Devonshire.

Apart from furniture authenticated by the bills of Chippendale's firm, there is a much
larger group which corresponds more or less closely with designs in the Director.
Though such resemblances cannot be held to afford conclusive proof, since the designs
were of course available to subscribers, "there is a very strong case for attribution where
the furniture is obviously the work of a master craftsman and is found in a house where
the contemporary owner was a subscriber to the Director.''^ These conditions are fulfilled
at Arundle, Alnwick, St. Giles's House, Dorset and Badminton. Convincing attributions
can also be made on the evidence of high quality and correspondence of design, or on
that of a close stylistic resemblance to pieces duly authenticated. Mirrors at Crichel, a
library table formerly at Coombe Abbey, an inlaid commode at Renishaw, and a pair of
cabinets at Panshanger, are the prominent instances (representing both the rococo and the
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neo-classic phase) in which an attribution to Chippendale seems to be fully justified. The
list under each heading might be considerably extended.

A curious sidelight is thrown on Chippendale's career by the proceedings in the court of
bankruptcy relating to the estate of Teresa Comelys. This notorious person was wellknown to fashionable London in the third quarter of the eighteenth century on account of
the extravagant balls and masquerades held at Carlisle House, her residence in Soho
Square. In spite of the fact that her entertainments were well patronised, Teresa Comelys
went bankrupt in 1772. In the following year proceedings taken in the Court of
Bankruptcy show that Thomas Chippendale of St. Martin's Lane being one of the
principal creditors, was appointed an assignee of the estate. The petition of the other
creditors protested against the sale of Carlisle House and its contents in a single lot, a step
taken by the assignees to their own advantage. The petition, however, was dismissed to
the advantage of Chippendale and his fellow assignees. It is most probable that he had
been employed on the furnishing of Carlisle House which was evidently decorated in
great style. A water-colour drawing by J. R. Smith in the Victoria and Albert Museum
affords a delightful glimpse of fashionable company in its assembly rooms.

There can be no doubt that Thomas Chippendale's great reputation owes its origin to the
famous publication of which he was the professed author even though his claim to be an
original designer, the only begetter of the English rococo style, can no longer be fully
sustained. Until comparatively lately he was commonly credited with all the finest
mahogany furniture of the mid-eighteenth century (which is still popularly associated
with his name), and was even supposed to be personally responsible as a practical
craftsman for much of the most distinguished work of the firm.

Recent research, particularly an intensive study of the Director designs and a fuller
investigation of bills and accounts, has gone far to remove such misconceptions. It is
now clear that Chippendale was in the first place the enterprising and energetic head of a
highly successful undertaking, carrying on his activities as furnisher and interior
decorator on a very extensive scale. On the evidence afforded extant examples, his work
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in the rococo manner, though of a high degree of competence, must on the whole be
pronounced inferior to the authenticated ceuvre of William Vile (g.v.). But when in his
last phase (1770-79) he came under the influence of Robert Adam he produced marquetry
furniture (much of it mounted with finely chaste ormulu) which in distinction of design
and technical brilliance rivals the achievements of the great French ebenistes, and is
without parallel among English production of that age. As an exponent of the neo-classic
style in cabinet-making, Thomas Chippendale was certainly supreme; isolated examples
of comparable quality can be assigned to other contemporary makers, but the quantity
and superlative excellence of his furniture in this manner establishes he pre-eminence
beyond dispute. - O. B. (Revised.)
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APPENDIX V

Edwards and Macquoid, The Dictionary of English Furniture, in three volumes, London:
Country Life, 1954, vol. Ill, p. 1, entry for 'Catherine Naish'.

Naish, Catherine Described as "joiner" in the Lord Chamberlain's accounts for
furnishing the Royal palaces early in George Ill's reign. She charged £205 for "a large
four-post mahogany State Bedstead with carved head-board bearing a scroll supporting a
crown"; and among the other items in her bills are split-wicker cradles for the King's
children, for which she charges "as usual" at the rate of £13 2s. At Buckingham Palace
there is a set of twelve mahogany hall chairs "with hollow seats" supplied by Catherine
Naish in 1766.
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APPENDIX VI

Entry for Samuel Wyatt from Howard Colvin, Biographical Dictionary of British
Architects 1660 - 1840, New Haven and London; Yale University Press, 1995.

WYATT, SAMUEL (1737 - 1807), bom on September 8, 1737, at Blackbrook Farm,
Weeford, Staffs was the third son of Benjamin Wyatt, builder and architect (q.v.). He
was trained as a carpenter and worked at first as a member of the family firm. In 1759
he was engaged first as master carpenter and then as clerk of the works at Kedleston
Hall by Robert Adam. This appointment was to be of great importance to his career,
for it brought him into contact with the leading neo-classical architect of the time, and
gave him practical experience in the designing and construction of a major building. It
was also at Kedleston that he met and in 1765 married Arm Sherwin, the daughter of
Lord Scarsdale's land agent. In about 1768, he returned to Weeford, and in the
following year he obtained his first architectural commission, a new drawing room at
Blithfield Hall, the Seat of Sir William Baggot. Between 1769 and 1771 he was
closely associated with his younger brother James in the design and construction of
the Pantheon, Oxford Street, to whose complicated carpentry he applied the
experience he had gained in executing the 'circular roofing' over the saloon at
Kedleston, and it was James's designs that he and his brother William carried out
when they remodelled the interior of Beaudesert in 1771-3. The death in 1772 of
Benjamin Wyatt led to the break up of the family firm, and in 1774 Samuel settled
permanently in London. From the Duke of Portland he obtained the lease of a large
house and timber yard in Berwick Street, from which for nearly thirty years he was to
conduct a highly successfiil business as an architect, builder and timber- merchant.

As an architect Samuel Wyatt specialised in the designing of medium-sized country
houses in an elegant and restrained neo-classical manner. Characteristic features of his
houses were astylar elevations with prominent bowed projections, either domed (as at
Doddington and Deleamere) or duplicated (as at Belmont and Hurstmonceaux); oval
or circular rooms ingeniously fitted into the plan; overarched tripartite v^ndows; and
the sparing use of Coade stone plaques as external decoration. Unlike his brother
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James he deviated little from bis chosen neo-classical formulae, rarely using the
Gothic style, and then only in exceptional circumstances (e.g. at Penryhn).

Wyatt's spare neo-classical style was well adapted to utilitarian buildings, and he
enjoyed a considerable reputation as a designer of model farm-buildings for
improving land lords - notably at Holkham, where between 1780 and 1807 he built
nearly 50 farms, bams, lodges, cottages, etc., for 'Coke of Norfolk'. A strong practical
interest in building-techniques led him to make extensive use of slate (from the
Penryhn quarries in North Wales managed by his brother Benjamin) for cladding and
other purposes, and to experiment with cast-iron construction. It was he who in 17836 built the celebrated Albion Mills at Blackfriars. This was the first mill to be
designed from the start to be powered by steam, and contained two of Boulton and
Watt's double-acting rotative engines, each of 50 h.p. It was also one of the first large
buildings to be founded on a structural raft. Its destruction by fire in March 1791 was
a disaster, which does nothing to impair Wyatt's credit as a structural innovator. In
1799 he was involved in the abortive scheme for a Thames tunnel, and in 1800 he
took out a patent for building cast-iron bridges, warehouses etc. in 1787-8 he designed
an built twelve prefabricated wooden hospitals for use overseas. He was also the
inventor of a 'sympathetic hinge', a device whereby both leaves of a double door are
made to open simultaneously. He thought of himself as an engineer architect rather
than as an artist-architect like his brother James, and it is significant that he became a
member of the Society for the Promotion of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, and
of the Smeatonian Society of Civil Engineers, but never exhibited at the Royal
Academy, nor sought election to that body. Lacking his brother's social and artistic
gifts, Samuel characterised by Humphrey Repton as 'slow, plodding, heavy in
carriage, dull in conceiving ideas of others and tedious in explaining his own'. But
what he lacked in brilliance he made up in competence and reliability, and unlike
James, he died a wealthy man.

In 1792 Wyatt was appointed to his two principal public offices - the Surveyorship of
Trinity House (Feb.) and the Clerkship of the works at Chelsea Hospital (March). In
October 1793 he succeeded John Vardy, junior, as surveyor to the Mint, but was
dismissed in December the following year for inattention to his duties. His energies
had perhaps been too much diverted to Ramsgate Harbour, of which he became
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Surveyor and Civil Engineer in March 1794. He died suddenly at Chelsea on 8
February 1807 at the age of 70, and he was buried in the Hospital cemetery. He left no
children. A portrait by Lemuel Abbott is in the Baker Museum of Furniture, Holland,
Michigan, U.S.A. It shows him with four notebooks, inscribed 'Marston House',
'Pantheon 1772', 'Berechurch Hall' and 'Spring Gardens'. The group portrait of the
Elder Brethren of Trinity House, painted by Gainsborough Dupont in 1793, shows
Wyatt submitting his design for their building to Brethen {Burlington Mag., July
1964, fig. 217). John Harvey (q.v.) and his nephew L.W Wyatt (q.v.) were his
principal pupils. Others were W. Atkinson (not the well-known architect of this
name), R. Moreton (who was 'a relation of Mr Goodwin of Coalbrookdale') and W.
Vierpyl.
[J. M Robinson, The Wyatt's, 1979, chap. 11 and pp. 256-60; A. W. Skempton,
'Early Members of the Smeatonian Society of Civil Engineers', Trans. Newcomen
Soc. Xliv, 1971 -1, 35; Survey of London xxxi, 233; Humphrey Repton's
Autobiography, B.L., MS. 32112, f 198]

COUNTRY HOUSES, ETC.
BLITHFIELD HOUSE, STAFFS., additions and alterations, including drawing room,
for r ' Lord Bagot, 1769-70; remodelled in Gothic style c. 1820-22 [J.M. Robinson,
op. cit., 256] (C. Life, 28 Oct., 4 - 1 1 Nov. 1954).
BERECHURCH HALL, ESSEX, alterations and additions for Sir Robert Smythe,
Bart., c. 1770; rebuilt 1881-2; dem. c. 1960 [one of the books in Wyatt's portrait is
labelled 'Berechurch Hall'].
attributed: DORFOLD HALL, CHESHIRE, alterations , including library, for James
Tomkinson, 1771 [stylistic attribution supported by a sheet of paper inscribed 'Henry
Tomkinson Esq. Dorfold Hall' (sic) among Samuel Wyatt's drawings at Tatton Park]
(C.

31 Oct. 1908).

BOSTOCK HALL, CHESHIRE, probably completed interior for Edward Tomkinson,
c. 1775 [house said to be by 'Wyatt' by E. Twycross, The Mansions of England iv,
1850, 138].
attributed: WINNINGTON HALL, CHESHIRE, enlargement for Richard Penant, cr.
Lord Penryhn, c. 1775, and poultry house, c. 1782-5, (dem.) [P. de Figueredo & J.
Ixev^Qxz, Cheshire Country Houses, 1988, 198-202].
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MARSTON HOUSE, MARSTON BIGOT, SOMERSET, work for 7^ Earl of Cork &
Orrery, probably including the addition of the wings dated 1777; interior of W. wing
remodelled 1868 [one of the books in Wyatt's portrait labelled 'Marston House'; cf
M. McGarvie, 'Marston House', Procs. Somerset Archl. & Nat. Hist. Soc. cxviii,
1974,19],
BARON HILL, ANGLESEY, remodelled for 7^ Viscount, Bulkeley, 1776 - 9 ; gutted
by fire 1836, now ruinous [drawings in Bodleian, MS. Top. Anglesey a.2] (W. Watts,
Views of Seats, pi. xi, 1779).
DODDINGTON HALL, CHESHIRE, for Sir Thomas Broughton, Bart., 1777-98 [G.
Richardson,

Vitriivius Brittannicus i, 1802, pis. 57-60] (C. Life, 6-13 Feb. 1953)

Wyatt also designed the Demense Farm, for which his design is in the Cheshire
Record Office [DDB/Q/3].
HERSTMONCEAUX PLACE, SUSSEX, additions for Francis Naylor, including
South and East fronts, 1777 [J. Dallaway, Discourses upon Architecture, 1833, 330].
SANDON HALL, STAFFS., alterations to house built for 1®' Lord Harrowby, 177784; rebuilt by W. Bum 1851-55; also office court, and Park Farm {Autobiography of
Dudley, r'Earl of Harrowby, 1891, 12-13; Harrowby archives].
THORNDON HALL, ESSEX, completed interior for 9^ Lord of Petre, 1777-1801;
destroyed by fire 1878; also Hatch Farm in the park [J.M. Robinson, op. cit., 259].
MINCHENDEN HOUSE, SOUTHGATE, MIDDLESEX, addition of Drawing
Room, etc. for 3"^^^ Duke of Chandos, 1778; dem. 1853 [estimate and specification in
Enfield Public Library, Groves Collection].
HOOTON HALL, CHESHIRE, for Sir William Stanley, Bart., 1778-88; remodelled
in nineteenth century, dem. c.1935 [W. Watts, Views of Seats, pi. xxiii, 1780]. The
fine lodges by Wyatt survive near the Church at Childer Thornton.
TIXHALL HALL, STAFFS., interior of south wing for the Hon. Thomas Clifford, c.
1780-2; dem. 1927 [Sir T. & A. Clifford, Description ofTixhall, 1817, 92].
HOLKHAM HALL, NORFOLK, numerous lodges, farm-houses, bams, cottages and
other estate buildings for

Earl of Leicester, 1780-1807 [J.M. Robinson, 'Estate

Buildings at Holkham', C Life, 21-28 Nov. 1974].
MARBLE HILL HOUSE, TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX, repairs for 2°^ Earl of
Buckinghamshire, 1781 [M.P.G. Draper, Marble Hill House, 1970, 50].
BLICKLING HALL, NORFOLK, work for 2°^ Earl of Buckinghamshire, probably
including Orangery, 1782 [J. Maddison, Blickling Hall, National Trust 1987, 40, 65].
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EGGINTON HALL, DERBYSHIRE, alterations, including addition of central bow,
for Sir Edward Every, Bart., 1782-3; dem. 1955 [payments to 'Mr Wyatt' cited by
Edward Saunders, 'Egginton Hall', Derbyshire Life, March 1974].
PENRHYN CASTLE, CAERNARVONSHIRE, remodelled for Richard Pennant, cr.
Lord Penrhyn, 1782 onwards, Gothic; rebuilt by T. Hopper c. 1825-44 [D. B.
Hague in C. Life, 14^ July, 1955, and Caernarvonshire Archaeological Sac. 's Trans.
XX, 1959].
DELAMERE HOUSE, CHESHIRE, for George Wilbraham, 1784; dem. 1939 [by
'Wyatt' according to Ormerod, History of Cheshire, ed. Helsby, ii, 1882,137] (E.
Twycross, The Mansions of England iv, 1850, 112).
PORTSMOUTH DOCKYARD, HANTS., THE COMMISIONER'S HOUSE, 1784-5
[G. Richardson, New Vitritvius Britannicus ii, 1808, pis. 17-22] {C.Life, 2-9 April
1964).
attributed. COTON HOUSE, CHURCHOVER, WARJCKS., for Abraham Grimes, c.
1785 [stylistic attribution, combined with evidence that Wyatt visited Mr Grimes in
Warickshire in 1784: J. M. Robinson, op.cit., 256].
TATTON PARK, CHESHIRE, for William Egerton, 1785-91; subsequently
completed by L.W. Wyatt for Wilbraham Egerton [Ormerod, History of Cheshire, ed.
Helsby, I, 1882, 445] (C. Life, 16, 23 and 30 July 1964).
HEATHFIELD HOUSE, HANDSWORTH, STAFFS, for James Watt, 1789-90; dem.
1927 [H.W. Dickinson, James Watt, 1935, 160-1; G.W. Beard, letter in C.Life, 6
March 1953, 667].
attributed. HEATON HOUSE, LANCS., The Music Room for Sir Thomas Egerton,
Bart., later T' Earl of Wilton, 1789-90 [frieze identical to that in Drawing room at
Tatton and organ case similar to Wyatt's unexecuted design for one at Tatton]. The
stables (1777) may also be attributed to Wyatt (C Life, 29 August., 5 Sept. 1925;
Beaton Hall Manchester: Bicentenary Exhibition 1772-1972', J.Lomax, 'The first and
second Earls of Wilton and ... Heaton House', Trans. Lanes & Cheshire Antiqn. Soc.
82,1983).
EGHAM, (RUNNEYMEDE) PARK, EGHAM, SURREY, for David Jebb, 1789-92
[sale particulars 1805 in Surrey C.R.O., 54.61.5.2].
BELMONT HOUSE, KENT, reconstruction for Col. John Montresor, 1789-93 [C.
Hussey in C Life, 27 Jan.-3 Feb. 1955 and information from Dr. J.M. Robinson].
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TEMPLE HOUSE, HURLEY, BERKS., for Thomas Williams, c. 1790; dem. c.l930
{The Farlington Diary, ed. J. Greig, iii, 103].
CULFORD HALL, SUFF01.K, remodelled for 1^ Marquess Comwallis, 1790-6;
enlarged and altered 1894 [Wyatt is mentioned at architect in Repton's 'Red Book' of
1791-2, now in the Morton Arboretum Library, Lisle, Illinois, U.S.A.] (J.P. Neale,
Views of Seats,

ser. vi, 1823).

SHUGBOROUGH, STAFFS., remodelled for Thomas Anson, 1790-8; also lodges,
enlargement of stables and home farm, conversion of Tower of the Winds into a dairy,
and two groups of cottages (one, known as 'The Ring', dem. c. 1965), 1803-6
[accounts among Anson records in Staffs. Record Office; W. Pitt, Topographical
History of Staffordshire, 1817, 90-1] (C. Life, 25 Feb., 11 March, 15-22 April 1954).
KINMEL PARK, DENBIGSHIRE, for the Revd. Edward Hughes, 1790-1810;
destroyed by fire 1841 [J.M. Robinson, the Wyatts, 257].
attributed. ST. ASAPH, FLINTSHIRE, THE BISHOP'S PALACE, for Bishop Lewis
Bagot, 1791; W. front enlarged by E. Blore 1830-1 [stylistic attribution and Bagot
connection],
DROPMORE, BUCKS., new facade with two bows for Lord Grenville, 1792-4 [J.M.
Robinson, op. cit., 256] (C. Life, 11-18 Oct. 1956).
SOMERLEY, nr. RINGWOOD, HANTS., for Daniel Hobson, 1792 - 5 ; additions by
W. Bum & J. McVicar Anderson 1869-74 [C.Hussey in C. Life, 16,23 and 30 Jan.
1958].
attributed. LIVERMERE PARK, SUFFOLK, addition of wings, ETC., FOR n. Lee
Acton, 1795-6; dem. 1887 [stylistic attribution] (J. P. Neale, Views of Seats vi, 1823).
SUNDRIDGE PARK, nr. BROMLEY, KENT, completion of house designed by John
Nash and Humphrey Repton for Sir Claude Scott, Bart., c. 1800. Wyatt responsible
for the interior and the stables [S. Shaw, History of Staffordshire ii, 1801, Addenda,
16 and references cited on p. 692].
IGHTHAM COURT, KENT, repairs and alterations for Col. Richard James, 1801-7
[payment to Wyatt in papers, Kent Record Office; Mark Girouard in C. Life, 26 June
1958].
WROTHAM RECTORY (now court lodge), KENT, for the Revd. George Moore,
1801-2 [C. Greenwood, Epitome of CowMfy History: Kent, 1838, 136].
LUTTERWORTH RECTORY, LEIC., for the Hon. And Revd. Henry Ryder, 1803
[drawings in Lincolnshire Record Office, MGA 39].
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HURTS HALL, SAXUNDHAM, SUFFOLK, for Charles Long, 1803; rebuilt 1893
[H. Davy, Views of Seats of Noblemen and Gentlemen in Si^olk, 1827].
BUCKENHAM HALL, NORFOLK, alterations for 9* Lord Petre, 1803; dem. except
the stables [J.M. Robinson, op, cit., 256].
HACKWOOD PARK, HANTS., remodelled for 1^ Lord Bolton, 1805-7 completed
by L.W. Wyatt [J.M. Robinson, op. cit., 256] (C. Life, 17-24 May 1913,10-17 Dec.
1987).
PANSHANGBR, HERTS., additions for 5^ Earl Cowper, 1806-7, completed by W.
Atkinson, who Gothicized Wyatt's addition; dem. 1953 [J.M. Robinson, op. cit., 258]
{C.Life, 11-18 Jan. 1936).
DIGSWELL HOUSE, HERTS., for the Hon. Spencer Cowper, c. 1807 [Farington's
Diary, 13 Feb. 1807].

LONDON: DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
PARK STREET, GROSVENOR SQUARE, No. 113 (later 13), internal alterations for
r ' Lord Harrowby, 1774-6 [J.M. Robinson, op. cit., 258].
PARK STREET, WESTMINSTER, No. 7 (now No. 14 QUEEN ANNE'S GATE),
for Charles Townneley, 1775-6 [D. Cruickshank, 'Queen Anne's Gate', Georgian
Soc'sJnl. 1992].
SPRING GARDENS, nr. CHARING CROSS, unidentified work, probably, c. 1775;
dem. [one of the books in Wyatt's portrait is labelled 'Spring Gardens'].
NEW BOND STREET, alterations to house for 2"'^ Earl of Buckinghamshire, 1780 [J.
Maddison, Blickling Hall, National Trust 1987,40].
UPPER BROOK STREET, No. 36, alterations for Sir Edward Litlleton, c. 1781-4
[J.M. Robinson, op. cit., 258].
attributed: OLD BURLINGTON STREET, No. 29, alterations, including porch, for
Sir John Call, c. 1785; dem. 1935 [Survey of London xxxii, 502 and pi. 80b].
UPPER BROOK STREET, No. 6, alterations for William Weddell, 1787; dem. 1936
[J.M. Robinson, op. cit., 258; Jill Low, 'William Weddell's London House', C. Life,
27 Dec. 1979].
ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, No. 15 (LICHFIELD HOUSE), remodelled interior for
Thomas Anson, cr. 1®^ Viscount Anson, 1791-4 [Survey of London xxix, 148-53],
CLEVELAND ROW, No. 4, for Lord Grenville, 1794-6 [J.M.Robinson, op. cit., 257].
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BRUTON STREET, No. 27, alterations for Lord Grey de Wilton (later Earl of
Wilton), 1797 by 'Mr. Wyatt', presumably Samuel [J. Lomax in Trans. Lanes, &
Cheshire Antiq. Soc. 82, 1983, 69].
GROSVENOR SQUARE, No. 10, alterations for Dowager Lady Petre, 180-3; dem.
1864 [J.M. Robinson, op. cit., 258].
ST. JAMES SQUARE, No. 3, alterations for 3^^^ Earl of Hardwicke, 1806; dem. 1930
[correspondence sold at Sotheby's, 6 June 1968, wrongly attributed in the catalogue to
James Wyatt] {Survey of London xl, 159).

PUBLIC AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
AMERSHAM CHURCH, BUCKS., repaired and refitted for William Drake, 177885; altered 1890 [Drake papers, Bucks. Record Office, D/DR/12/60-1].
BANGOR CATHEDRAL, probably the 'Mr. Wyatt' who rebuilt upper storey of
Chapter House as library and registry, 1779 onwards, Gothic; dem. (M. L. Clarke,
Bangor Cathedral, Cardiff 1969, 24; J. M. Robinson, op. cit., 256].
BIRMINGHAM, THEATRE ROYAL, NEW STREET, new fagade, 1780-2; dem.
1956 [signed drawing in B. L., King's Maps xlii, 82 1; minutes of proprietors in
Birmingham Reference Library Archives, Lee Crowder 387] (C. Life, 11 Dec. 1915,
820).

SANDON CHURCH, STAFFS., refitted chancel for 1®^ Lord Harrowby, 1782; altered
1928 [F. E. Copleston, Sandon Church Restorations, 1929].
DEPTFORD, KENT, THE VICTUALLING YARD, a bam 1782; dem. [P R O.,
ADM 111/89],
LONDON, THE ALBION MILL, BLABKFRIARS, 1783-6; destroyed by fire 1791
[A. W. Skempton, 'Samuel Wyatt and the Albion Mill', Arch. Hist. Xiv, 1971].
BIRMINGHAM, remodelled warehouse in Livery Street for Matthew Boulton, 17878; dem. 1950 [J. M. Robinson, op. cit., 256].
LONDON, ST. MARY'S CHURCH, LAMBETH, alterations, 1787; altered 1851-2
[G. L. Record Office, DW/OP/1787/1-2].
DUNGENESS, KENT, LIGHTHOUSE for 1'' Earl of Leicester, 1791 [J. M.
Robinson, op. cit., 256].
LONGSHIPS LIGHTHOUSE, CORNWALL, for Trinity House, 1792 [J. M.
Robinson, op. cit., 258].
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DEPTFORD, KENT, TRINITY HOUSE ALMSHOUSES, alterations 1792-1803 [J.
M. Robinson, op. cit., 256].
STAFFORD, SHIRE HALL, joint design with John Harvey, 1794 [see p. 471]
LONDON, TRINITY HOUSE, TOWER HILL, 1793-6; gutted by bombing 1940,
restored by A.E. Richardson 1953 [G. Richardson, New Vitruvius Britannicus 1,1802,
pis. 22-3] (C. Life, 18 Jan. 1941,220ct. 1953).
RAMSGATE HARBOUR, KENT, lighthouse, store-house, harbour-master's house,
gate-lodge, board room or pier house, etc., 1794-1805; all dem. [J.M. Robinson
'Samuel Wyatt atRamsgate',^rcA. Hist. 16, 1973].
ST. AGNES LIGHTHOUSE, SCILLY ISLES, rebuilt top of lighthouse, 1806 [J. M.
Robinson, op. cit., 258].
FLAMBOROUGH HEAD LIGHTHOUSE, YORKS. (E.R.), for Trinity House, 1806
[J. M. Robinson, op. cit., 257].
LONDON, TRINITY ALMHOUSES, MILE END ROAD, new Quadrangle, 1806;
dem. c. 1941 [J. M. Robinson, op. cit., 258].
MARLOW, BUCKS, THE MARKET HOUSE (later Crown Irm), for Thomas
Williams, 1807 [H. M. Colvin, 'Architectural History of Marlow', Records of Bucks.
Xv, 1947, 11].
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APPENDIX V n

List of Gillows' female customers, in alphabetical order, from the estimate sketch
books, 1784-1800, with references indicating the number of times that each appears.
All of the references are located in MSS 344 at the WCA.
Ackers, (Mrs), of Bank, nr. Manchester and Stockport, Ches., 97/1202 /1206 /1279
Addison, (Mrs), 93/513
Ainsley, (Miss), 95/494
Armstrong, Margaret (Mrs), 93/319
Ashbumer, (Mrs), of Lancaster, 98/1525
Askew, (Mrs), 98/1572
Askew, (Mrs), of Fell Gate, nr, Cartmel, Lanes., 97/1343
Atherton, (Miss), 98/1484
Atherton, (Miss), of Atherton, Lanes., 97/1383
Atherton, Elizabeth, 96/823
Atkinson, (Mrs), of temple Sowerby, Westmorland, 98/1465
Bailey, (Baily, Bayley), (Mrs), 93/26 /31 /273
Bailey, (Bayly), Samuel (Mrs), 93/26 /31
Bairstow (Bairstows), (Miss), of Preston, Lanes., 96/1018
Banks, (Mrs), 93/506
Barker, (Mrs), 93/350; 94/238
Barker, (Mrs), schoolmistress, 93/346 /533
Barrow, (Miss), 93/18 /34
Barrow, Jane, (Mrs), 93/282
Bell, Alice, 93/431
Bentham, (Mrs), of Castle Hill, Lancaster, 98/1511
Bernard, (Mrs), 97/1172
Birley, (Miss), of Kirkham, Lanes., 97/1200
Blount, Lady, 97/1406; 98/1465 /1467
Boardman, (Miss), of Manchester, 97/1449
Bracken, (Mrs), 93/155
Bradford, (Mrs), 93/248
Brearcliffe, Sarah, (Mrs), 95/lxxii (758)
Brooke, Lady, 93/97 /244
Bryer, (Mrs), of Fishergate, Preston, Lanes., 97/1272
Butler, (Miss), of Reading, nr, Bentham, Yorks., 93/552
Campbell, (Mrs), 95/500
Campbell, Louisa (Miss), of Preston, Lanes., 97/1272
Cawthome, (Cawthom), (The Hon Mrs), of Wyreside, (Wyerside), Hall, Lanes,
97/1341
Cawthome, (J. F), (Mrs), 96/906 /915
Chadwick, (Miss), 97/1272
Chadwick, (Mrs), 93/47(2) /159 /168 /196 /197 /199 /279 /517; 94/14-5 /21
Chamack, (Mrs), 98/1497
Chorley, (Miss), 95/658
Clarkson (Mrs.), 93/5 /411
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Clifford, Lady, 93/443
Clifton (Mrs.), of Lytham Hall nr. Preston, Lanes., 97/1298 /1378
Colton, (Mrs.), 93/388
Cooke (Cook), (Miss), 93/318; 94/118
Coupland (Mrs.), 98/1584
Cowling (Cooling) (Mrs.), of Wigan, Lanes., 94/212
Daulby (Mrs), of Riddall (Rydal), Westmorland, 97/1226
Day (Miss), 93/343
Derby, Elizabeth, Countess of, of Knowsley (Hall), Lanes., 97/1456
Dilworth, (Dillworth), (Mrs), 95/557 /729 /758
Dixon (Mrs), of Pilgrim Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 96/946
Dodson (Miss), 94/158
Edgerton (Mrs), 97/1190 /1192
Edmonson (Mrs), 93/318
Evans (Mrs), 93/545
Fawkes (Miss), 95/763
Fell Judith, 93/231
Filkin (Miss), of Deansgate, Manchester, 95/709
Fishwick (Mrs), 93/235 /236
Fletcher (Miss), 97/1404
Fletcher (Miss), of Halton, Lanes., 93/357
Fletcher (Mrs), 93/57
Fletcher (Fleetcher), (Mrs), of Preston, Lanes., 93/33
Forsyth (Mrs), 97/1163
Foulds (Fouldes), (Miss), 93/185
Foulds (Faulds), (Miss), of Trawden, Lanes, 94/210
Foxcroft (Mrs), 93/524; 96/843
Galloway, Anne, Countess of, 94/114
Gardiner (Gardner), Lady, 97/1331
Gascoyne (Mrs), 98/1539
Gaythome (Mrs), of Kirkby Lonsdale, Westmorland, 95/623
Gerard Lady, of (Garswood), New Hall, nr Ashton, Lanes., 97/cxvii (1232), /1237(2)
/1238/1243 /1290
Gibson (Miss), 93/lxviii
Gillow (Miss), 97/1433
Goad (Miss), 93/355
Grey (Miss), 97/1395
Hamon (Mrs), 93/52(2) /58 /64; 96/951
Hargreaves (Miss), 95/669
Hargreaves (Mrs), of Haslingden, Lanes., 95/640 /672
Harrison (Mrs), of Chorley, Lanes., 98/1593
Harsnap (Miss), 93/3 /79
Haywood (Miss), 95/593
Heathcote (Miss), 95/555
Helme (Miss), 93/4
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Hesketh (Miss), of Rossall, Lanes., 95/653
Hesketh (Mrs), of Wennington Hall, Lanes., 97/1455
Hetheoate (Hathket), (Miss), 93/433
Higgins (Mrs), 93/403 /409
Hindle (Mrs), 97/1173
Hoghton Lady, 97/1430 /1444; 98/1482 /1486 /1494 /1521
Holt Lady, 97/1292
Holte Lady, of Atherstone, Warw, 96/1089 /1090
Hornby (Mrs), of Preston, Lanes., 93/6 /32
Homer (Miss), 97/1299
Horton (Mrs), of Edwood Hall, Yorks., 96/1104
Horton Mary, (Mrs), of Thorp Arch, Yorks., 98/1595
Ingleby (Miss), 97/1445 /1446
Jepson (Miss), 93/517
Johnson (Miss), 95/636
Johnson (Mrs), 96/1126; 97/1213(2)
Jones (Mrs), of Baek Lane, Lancaster, 97/1251
Kay Agnes, 93/34
Kew (Mrs), 95/760
Lady along with Miss Jepson, 93/517
Lady at Mr Luthwait's, 98/1507
Lambert (Miss), 93/348 /438
Lane (Mrs), 97/1423
Lawson Lady, 98/1505
Lawson (Mrs), 93/473
Lawson John (Mrs), 65/597
Lees (Mrs), 93/421
Lees A, (Mrs), of Halifax, Yorks., 93/279 /296
Legh (Mrs), of Heath Mr, Wakefield, Yorks., 95/1557
Leigh (Miss), 97/1416
Leigh (Miss), of Whitley, Wigan, Lanes., 96/0184
Leigh (Mrs), 93/291
Leigh (Mrs), of Leigh Place, nr Wigan, Lanes., 93/203 /204 /223 /237 /293 /548;
94/226 /396 /410; 95/xx(471) /lix(730) /467 /505
Leigh (Mrs), of Whitley, Wigan, Lanes., 96/838 /1032(2) /1040 /1069
Lindow (Mrs), 93/335 /370 /404 /458 /469 /487 /499 /530 /534 /544 /557; 95/482 /488
/559/588
Lister (Mrs), 93/272
Livesy (Mrs), of Bootham, York, 93/118
Mecotton (Mrs), of Manchester, 93/133
Machell (Mrs), 93/282
Memillan (Miss), 93/281
Memillan (Mrs), 93/74
Malley (Mrs), 93/12
Marton (Mrs), 96/903 /924
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Mason (Miss), of Eshton, Yorks., 96/1028
Maude (Miss), of Kendal, Westmorland, 97/1148
Maude (Mrs), of Kendal, Westmorland, 98/1482
Meadowcraft (Mrs), of Oldham Street, Manchester, 97/1287
Middleton, Dorothy (Miss), 93/235
Miles (Myles) Sarah (Mrs), of Douglas, Isle of Man, 98/1462
Miller (Miss), 97/1169
Milne Richard (Mrs), of Rochdale, Lanes., 97/1263
Morland (Mrs), 93/268
Morland (Mrs), of Capplethwiate Court, Kendal, Westmorland, 93/334
Myddleton (Miss), of Denbigh, N. Wales, 93/166 /169/170
Myers (Mrs), 93/221
Nelson (Mrs), of Fairhurst, nr Wigan, Lanes., 96/884
Noble (Miss), 93/362
Nuttall (Mrs), of Woodhill, nr Bury, Lanes., 96/1084
Oliver (Miss), of Preston, Lanes., ix(412), 368; 95/670 /671
Parker (Miss), of Preston, Lanes., 97/1301
Parker (Mrs), of Browsholme, Lanes., 97/1124
Parker (Mrs), of Hornby, Lanes., 96/1124
Parkes (Mrs), 93/87
Peacock (Peacok) (Mrs), 95/517
Pedder (Mrs), of Kendal, Westmorland, 93/93 /118/385
Philips (Mrsi 94/xxx(416)
Postlethwaite (Miss), 96/1075
Preston (Miss), of Back Lane, Lancaster, 93/46
Quincey (Mrs), of Manchester, 97/1144
Rawlinson (Miss), 93/xlviii(63) /323 /354 /387 /486 /491; 94/1; 95/494 /534 /635;
96/958
Rawlinson (Mrs), 93/525
Rawlinson E. (Miss), 95/688
Rawlinson H. (Miss), 97/1418
Rawlinson Henry (Mrs), 93/358 /411 /424 /436 /439 /468 /479 /498 /499 /504(2);
94/80 /82 /233 /256
Rawlinson Hutton (Miss), of Lancaster, 97/1240
Rawlinson Hutton (Mrs), of Queen Street (Square), Lancaster, 93/164 /320; 94/420
/422; 96/1133; 97/1294 /1341
Rawlinson Hutton jnr. (Mrs), 93/1
Rawlinson John (IS^s), of Clavering Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Northumberland,
97/1398
Rawlinson Maria (Miss), 95/650
Rawstome (Rawstrone) (Mrs), 95/472
Rigby (Mrs), 96/1098
Ripley (Mrs), 93/234
Rishton E. (Mrs), of Fishergate, Preston, Lanes., 95/530
Robinson (Mrs), of Broughton Lodge, Lanes., 98/1538
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Rotherham (Mrs), nee Thompson, of Kendal, Westmorland, 95/499 /502
Russell (Mrs), 94/118
Russell (Russel) Banks, (Mrs), of Castle Hill, Lancaster, 93/204 /211 /392 /398
St. John Lady, 96/1076
Salisbury (Miss), 95/488
Salisbury (Mrs), 93/55 /58
Satterthwaite (Miss), of Lancaster, 97/1162
Saul (Miss), of High Street, Lancaster, 96/1057
Saul G. (Mrs), 93/157
Savage Peggy, 93/112
Senhouse (Nfrs), of Carlisle, Cumberland, 93/374
Shaw (Miss), 93/143
Shaw (Mrs), 93/114/190
Shepherd (Shepard), (Miss), of Kirkam, Lanes., 94/110 /302-3
Singleton (Mrs), of the Library, Lancaster, 94/lviii(310)
Slater (Mrs), 98/1493 /1502 /1511
Standen (Miss), 93/420
Starkey (Mrs), 98/1516
Starkie (Mrs), 97/1448
Starkie (Starkey), (Mrs), of Huntroid, (Huntroyde), Lanes., 95/644; 97/1236
Stevenson (Mrs), 95/653
Strickland (Miss), of Ulverston, Lanes., 93/465
Suart (Mrs), 94/426
Sudell (Mrs), 98/1581
Tatham (Mrs), of Hipping Hall, Lanes., 93/555
Taylor (Mrs), 93/lxviii
Taylor (Mrs), of Strangeways Hall, Lanes, 96/853
Tempest (Mrs), of York, 94/118/140
Thompson (Mrs), 95/581
Thomborrow, (Thorborough), (Miss), 93/505
Thornton (Miss), 93/136 /141 /195
Thornton (Miss), of Skerton, Lanes., 93/128 /189
Thornton (Mrs), of Skerton, Lanes., 93/371
Towers (Miss), 97/1225
Vanheeling (Mrs), 95/623
Vanhemert (Mrs), 93/100b
Wainhouse (Mrs), 93/54
Wakes Lady, 96/883
Walmsley (Miss), nr. Preston, Lanes., 95/501
Walmsley (Mrs), of Wigan, Lanes., 97/1442
Watson (Miss), 94/214
Watts (Miss), 97/civ (1163)
Waugh (Miss), 95/763
Weddel (Mrs), 95/500
Welch (Mrs), 93/137 /142 /206
Whalley Jo (Mrs), 93/179/181
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Whitaker (Whiteker) (Miss), 97/1403
Whitehead (Miss), 93/235
Whitehead (Miss), of Preston, Lanes., 93/545
Whiteside Edward (Mrs), 93/182 /184
Whitesides (Miss), 95/608
Wright (Miss), 98/1496
Wright (Miss), of Castle Hill, Lancaster, 97/1451; 98/1508
Wright (Mrs) 95/590
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APPENDIX V m
Six Letters from Gillows to Various Clients

The original letter follows the ttanscript. References are given to the WCA where
applicable. The letters are reproduced from Hartley Library, MS 301.
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Letter 1.. from the Christian family archives at Belle Isle, corresponding to WCA
344/172/202, a letter regarding an order for the screens sent from Lancaster, not London,
MS 301, box 33.

Sir
Through hurry of business we are doubtful whether we advised you of our having
shipped the large screens for John Christian Esq on board the New Bryer Joseph
Hutchinson Master and suppose she would sail the beginning of September she is a
constant trader to Whitehaven the screens are in a large case and directed to Sir Christian
Esq. Workington Hall, which we hope you will receive safe and that they will meet your
approbation.
We are Sir Your most obedient humble Servants
Robert & Richard Gillows
London 20^^ Oct. 1790

Mr. Chas. Udale,
Workington, Cumberland
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Letter 2.. from an unknown source, MS 301, box 33.
London 19*^ May 1790
Tho Leigh Esq.
To Robert Gillow and Co.

To a neat large double field Bedstead with mahogany tum'd pillars. Do. circular [-]
Frame, sacking

2. 12. 6.

Cotton headboard, iron Screws, Castors and 4.
To a neat cotton furniture for Do.
33 yds neat printed cotton

2/8/2

38 yds white calico to line

£4.13.4
13^ 2.9.1

4V2 yds Do. to line head Cloth & [-]

5.3

48 yds of lace to bind

1V2

Tape Thread

1.6

Cutting out and making as lined throughout with Bases &c. 18,6

6.0

8.13.8

To a very good [-] mattress filled with best curl'd Hair lifted and lied down. 3.3 To a white mattress filled with best white flock lifted and lied down.

2.12.6

To a Tick Bolster filled with best-seasoned fine white feathers.

1.5.6

To 2 white fustian pillows filled with superfine down.

1.4-

To 3 suitable large superfine Blankets.

2.2.0

To a Do.

2.8. -

Do. white cotton Counterpane.

To 8 neat mahogany Chairs with moulded Backs, taper'd legs and low stretched seats
stuffed with best-curl'd hair into Canvas covered with satin haircloth and brass nails 2
Rows round.

10.16.0

27/

£34,17,2
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Letter 3.. MS 301, box 39, folder 2, WCA, 344/170/98

Lancaster 24*^ Sept 1782
Madam

We duly rec'd your fav'or of [-] 14*^ Last are fully of opinion that it would be
proper to have two sofas and the Chairs as ordered by Mr Whitthers for your drawing
room. But as you seem desirous to have it furnished on the present mode we wrote on
purpose to our Cabinet and Upholstery Wharehouse in London requesting to be informed
of the present fashion of furnishing drawing rooms in London about the size of yours. We
should have replied to your fav'r sooner but waited for an answer from London that you
might have their sentiments as well as ours. They write us they have lately been
furnishing a room about the size of yours for a person of the best tastes wherein there are
two sofas. They also say that two sofas were never more in fashion than at Present and
would advise you to have two by all means As we have now procur'd you the best
information we can must leave it to you to Determin, tho' both the sofas and chairs were
far advanced before we rec'dof the 14*^ inst. agreeable to Whitthers directions. If you self
determine to have only one sofa you should have two armed chairs in lieu of the other
sofa. When you forward the Screen please to direct it to us at Lancaster to be forwarded
by Sam'l Atkinson from Skipton. Your speedy answer would be much esteemed by

Mrs Goddard
St. Savoirgates
Yorks

Madam your obliged most Obed't Ser't
^

Gillow
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Letter 4.. four short letters from MS 301, box 39, folder 1, WCA, 344/172/205,

Lancaster 20*^ Nov 1789
Sir
Agreeable to your kind order by Mr. Greaves we have this day forwarded the articles as
of the annexed account, which we hope will meet with your approbation.
The chairs are not exactly the same pattern as your brothers, which we could not have
executed in your time but they are a newer and we think a much neater pattern.

Mr L. D. Darbishire

We are Sir Your obliged [humble Servants]

Blackpool

Richard & Robert Gillow

Lancaster 20^^ Nov 1789

Sir

We have this day forwarded the 6 chairs, which you were so kind as to order from us (as
of the annexed account), which we hope you will receive safe.
Your further favours would be much esteemed by

Sir Your obliged [humble Servants]
Richard & Robert Gillow
A Crompton Esq.
Chorley
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Lancaster 20th Nov 1789
Sir

We hope you have received the goods safe as of the annexed account and that they meet
with your approbation.
Your further favours would be much esteemed by Sir Your obliged humble Servants
Richard & Robert Gillows

Mr Thomas Richardson, Manchester

Lancaster 20^ Nov 1789

Sir

We are obliged with your favour of 17*^ inst. enclosing Hey woods' drafts for two
hundred and twenty pounds eleven shillings the amount of our Bill. When the packing
cases are returned we will C. your acct for them.

We are Sir your obliged [humble Servants]
Richard and Robert Gillow
[?] Unsworth Esq.
Liverpool
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Letter 5.. Gillows Lancaster to Gillows London, MS 301, box 39, folder 1, WCA,
344/166/181v-182v

Lancaster, 21^ Aug'st, 1770

Gentlemen

Yesterday we received your favour of the 16^\ Contents duly Noted. We hope you've
heard further of Mr. Riders acquaintance to advantage are glad Baron Tracey has called
of you [-] Please to Present our [compliments] to Mr & Mrs [-] and we think ourselves
much Obliged to 'em for their kindness in purchasing [goods] As to the manner of
keeping our acct of goods sold shall give a hint on the other side if the time.
We wonder you cannot find the dinner tray or butlers tray as we called 'em by either
name here for Mr. Lee as we fully expected we had sent one doubts not but you've
examined every place that was possible to be contained one. This day we received your
favour of the 18^ confirming what you mentioned in yours of the 16^ that a Litigious
Neighbour wanted to take advantage of us for building the new shop so high as to peep at
his 2 pair of stair windows & that you had met him & his Attorney about it yesterday
Morning before we Rece'd either of your letters. We sent up the lease by the carrier in a
case of Mr Worsick's directed to Mr Robert Albion Cox Refiner in Little [-] London who
we expect will forward it to you as soon as he receives it.
We don't exactly Remember the Words of our lease from Mr Fletcher & Partners but we
are fully convinced that we have Power thereby to build what we have done and that Mr
Fletcher & Co. will be obliged to support us in it at their own expense from any attacks
whatsoever because we were to have that Privilege amongst others, for the Rent we pay
Wou'd advise you to be very cautious what you say to any of the Parties &to apply to our
landlords and acquaint 'em with your Neighbours. Ill natured proceedings & that you
have done nothing but you are warranted to do by your lease from them therefore you
expect they'll take proper methods to let you enjoy quiet Possession of what we pay a
Rent for, upon this if not already done you'll hear what our landlord says whether they'll
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[endure?] us or not and then if you have any further [summons] or expectations of any
from the French Man wou'd advise you to apply to our Mutual acquaintance Mr
Pennington the Attorney for his advise how to proceed with safety to ourselves and to
keep out of snares if possible. But perhaps it may be best to get your part of the lease into
your own possession and let Mr Fletcher have his part you say much about the matter to
our landlord or others if you can avoid it presumes Mr Pennington nor any Attorney
cannot let how to advise you if you should want it unless they have our lease to procure.
Doubts your acting prudently in this affair that our lease will justify us in what weve done
and oblige our landlord to [-] us.
Presumes Business in general is Slack at this season of the year as the People of Fashion
are chiefly in their Country but don't mind that & make a good stock of neat saleable
goods as a Shewey shop will bring people about you by degrees besides goods made up
now we need not say stand better those made in Winter and by that means do us more
Credit which is the life of a Tradesman there is som other Papers sent up with the said
lease you'll please comply with their contents when you've opportunity sho'd be glad
you would apply to Mr Strickland (to whom you paid freit and acquainted him that in
future will except Proposal of paying 5 per cent for everything we send up by his [-] be it
much or Little which presumes agree to Still of w'ch sho'd be glad you wou'd acquaint
us.
We are Gen'tn your H'ble Serv'ts
Rich & Robt Gillows

To
Messers Gillows & Taylor
London
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Letter 6. MS 301, box 39, folder 2, WCA, 344/171/190-1

Lancaster 25* Sept 1787
Sir
We are obliged with your favour of the 20* inst., which would have been answered
sooner, but we have been lately very busy. We perfectly understand the plan of your
instructions and know the pattern of the carpet you have fixed upon for your drawing
room and are in hopes of having a sufficient quantity of it soon. The window curtains for
your drawing room will take about 28 yards of what they commonly call yard wide
Cotton but which is no more than 7/8 wide or scarcely that. We have no doubt but we can
make up the curtain from your instructions to your satisfaction and would recommend it
to be made up in 3 Curtains because if the sun should be troublesome at one window you
may let down one curtain to shut out the sun and leave the others to let in the light where
as if you have one Curtain you must let down the whole Curtain to up the sun sat at one
particular place.

We will take care to send the necessary apparatus for putting up

the Window curtains and if you think proper you may desire your friend in London to
send the cotton to our House No. 76 Oxford Street London from whence it may be sent to
us with other things as we have things coming every week.
A Handsome Cabriole with 8 legs (and exclusive of brass socket castors) made to match
your Chairs stuffed with best manner with curled Hair and covered with satin Hair cloth
and brass nailed wou'd come to about 6V2 Guineas but we think it may be made at full as
easy an Expence and with more propriety by having a loose cotton cover to match the
Window curtain and have the sofa stuffed into fine brown Linen in which cases the price
of the sofa would be about AVi Guineas.

The usual way of making Conversation

stools of the length you mention is a stool without Elbows with Legs do. to match the
chairs which we presume is the sort you mean which if cov'd with Hair cloth and 2 Rows
of Nails would come to about 33/. But if finished like the latter Description of the sofa
into fine brown Linen would be no more than 22/. 6
As any Description we cou'd write you about Tea Trays wou'd be very vague & wou'd
be Difficult for you to Judge from we will take the Liberty of sending you a fashionable
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assortment of such as are likely to want you out of which you may make choice and
Return what are not wanted carefully pack'd otherwise they may be much injured in
Carriage. We are Sir

Yours R&R Gillows

If you should not experience the Convenience that we have pointed out by having the
curtains to Draw up in 3 we think it could look full as Hansom & less complicated than
Drawing up in one. A cotton cover for the sofa would take about [10/12?] yds. The
Conversation stools about 5 yds the 2.

Mr & Mrs Allcock
All [-] at [-]
Skipton
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1. Gillows' sketch of a painted pier table, dated 25^ April 1793, for Asheton Esq., no.
19487; satinwood, made by S. Cooper, 344/96/965, reproduced from f 10 in Gillow
Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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3. Gillows' sketch of a pier table with inlaid shell detail, dated 21^ August 1788, no.
8008, for John Christian, Esq. Made by Henry Walling, 344/94/372, reproduced from
f. 13 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

4. Photograph of the pier table from the sketch, fig. 3, taken at Unrigg Hall, the table
originally came from Workington Hall, former home of the Christian-Curwens,
reproduced from MS 301, box 19, folder 1, part 2.
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6. Gillows' sketch of a commode featuring the same inlaid shell detail as fig. 3, one of a
pair dated 18*'' June 1788, made for Sir. Roger Newdigate of Arbury Hall,
Warwickshire, one made by S. Cooper the other by J. Savage, 735/l/69v, reproduced
from f 121 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800. The commodes are now in the
Courtauld Institute, London. Gillows' sketch of an oval satinwood tea tray, undated,
c. April 1790, for Mr. Feilden, Blackburn, 344/95/594, reproduced from f 240,
Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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8. Dressing glass with an inlaid shell design, reproduced from plate 71 of the third
edition, 1794, of The Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer's Guide by George
Hepplewhite, (New York: Dover Publications, 1969)

9. Gillows' sketch of a bureau writing-table, dated 21®' March 1789 for the Earl of
Shrewsbury, no. 9833, mahogany, made by T. Blackburn, 344/95/480, reproduced
from f 24 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

mm

10. 'Draughtsman' desk of Gillows' design no. 9833, photograph from J. W. Needham
catalogue 1986/7, reproduced from MS 301, box 20, part 2.

11. Colour photograph of a writing desk from Apter-Fredericks' sale catalogue, 1991,
reproduced from MS 301, Box 20, folder 6.

¥

12. Photograph of the same writing desk, open to display the mode of use, reproduced
from MS 301, Box 20, folder 6.
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EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY
C]

ENGLISH
FURNITURE

'/^TER-piREDERICKSLTD
265-267 FULHAM ROAD, L O N D O N SW3 6HY

01 -352 2188

A fine George III Sheraton period
small satinwood writing table.
Being of very good colour.
England.
Width
Depth
Height

Circa 1790.
35I"

191"
27I"

90cms
4 9 cms
70 cms

13. Provenance for the item in figs. 11 and 12, from Apter-Fredericks, reproduced from
MS 301, Box 20, folder 6.
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14. Gillows' sketch of circular writing table with lettered drawers, dated 16*^ September
1795, sent to the London shop for George Smith, Esq., no. 33297, made by John
Hodgson, 344/97/1195, reproduced from f 27 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 17607&00.

15. Photograph of a writing table similar to that in fig. 14, from Clonbrock, home of Lord
Clonbrock, purchased from Gillows London in 1800 (MS 301, Box 55, Folder 2, Part
8), reproduced from MS 301, box 19, folder 1, part 1.
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16. Photograph of the interior of a desk showing lettered boxed within. Boynton
contends that these lettered compartments were a particular specialty of Gillows as
they appear within lots of pieces of their furniture, reproduced 6om MS 301, Box 20,
part 5.
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17. Gillows' sketch of a dressing table, open to display the contents and mode of use,
dated 24^ August 1789, for Sir William Milner of Nun Appleton Hall, Yorkshire,
made by C. Procter, 344/95/518, reproduced from f 31 in Gillow Furniture Designs,
7760-/800.

18. Photograph of a dressing table similar to that in Eg. 17, also open, reproduced 6om
MS 301, box 18, folder 5.
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19. Gillows' sketch of a kidney-shaped writing table, dated September 1792, for John
Dumbell, Esq., no. 17938, made by T. Romney, 344/96/896, reproduced from f 40 in
Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

20. Photograph of a Gillows' kidney-shaped writing table from Norman Adams Antiques
Ltd., reproduced from MS 301, box 21, folder 2.
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21. Provenance for the kidney-shaped writing table, with Lindsay Boynton's notes
referencing the item to 344/96/896, fig. 19, and filling in the details missing from
Norman Adams' description, reproduced from MS 301, box 21, folder 2.
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22. Gillows' sketch of a 'Watson's' writing-table, dated 19^ January 1799 for the Earl of
Eglinton, Eglinton Castle, Ayreshire, made by Isaac Robinson, 344/98/1497,
reproduced from f 43 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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23. Photograph of a 'Watson's' writing-table, reproduced from MS 301, box 21, folder 2.
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24. Gillows' sketch of a Pembroke games table, dated 25^ August 1793 made for the
London shop by T. Escolme, 344/96/1033, reproduced from f 64 in Gillow Furniture
Designs, 1760-1800.

25. Photograph of a Gillows' Pembroke games table at Famley Hall, Yorkshire,
reproduced from MS 301, box 21, folder 1.

26. Gillows' sketch of a circular snap table, dated 27^ January 1798 for Sir Thomas
Hesketh, Rufford New Hall, Lancashire, no. 36759, made by John Kilner,
344/97/1415, reproduced from f 68 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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28. Gillows' sketch of a tea table, dated 22°^ September 1786 for John Carstens of
Hamburg, no. 1120 made by John Wainhouse, carved by John Dowbiggin,
344/93/417, reproduced from f 73 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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29. Photograph of a similar tea table to that in Sg. 28, &om Hotspur Antiques, reproduced
from MS 301, box 18, folder 5.
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30. Sketch of a design for a China Table, reproduced from plate LI from the third
edition, 1762, of Thomas Chippendale's The Gentleman and Cabinet-Maker's
Director (New York: Dover Publications, 1966).

31. Photograph of a Chippendale tea table, c. 1760, reproduced from plate 13 of the
appendix 'A BiograpWcal sketch of Thomas Chippendale', to Thomas Chippendale's
The Gentleman and Cabinet-Maker's Director (New York: Dover Publications,
1966).
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32. Left, Gillows' sketch of a work-bag table, not dated, circa October 1793, for
Satterthwaite, no. 20082, made by Robert Fell, 344/96/1027, reproduced from f. 78 in
Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800. Right, Gillows' sketch of a 'Frame for a
marble top' table, one of a pair, 2"^ November 1795 for William Egerton of Tatton
Park, Cheshire, mahogany, designed and made by Thomas Romney, 344/96/1027,
reproduced from f 79 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

33.Photograph of Gillows' work table, reproduced from MS 301, box 19, folder 1, part 2.
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34. Gillows' sketch of a sideboard table with a craved tablet, dated 31®' March 1789, for
S. Jones, Esq., no. 9884, made by C. Proctor, carved by Mr. Gibson, 344/95/485,
reproduced from f 89 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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36. Gillows' sketch of a sideboard table dated 2"^ September 1788, for T. Unsworth, Esq.,
made by H. Walling, with a carved tablet by Bayley from London, 344/94/386,
reproduced from f 95 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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38. Gillows' sketch of a sideboard table, dated Tf^ October 1789, for the Rev. Mr.
Hudson, no. 10896, made by J. Hessledon, 344/95/542, reproduced from f 99 in
Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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41. Gillows' sketch of a night table, dated 25*^ May 1797, 344/97/1348, reproduced from
f. 100 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

42. Photograph of a Gillows' night table, closed, from Belle Isle, Windermere,
reproduced from MS 301, box 17, folder 2.
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43. Photograph of the Gil lows' night table of fig. 42, open, from Belle Isle, reproduced
from MS 301, box 17, folder 2.

44. Gillows' sketch of a comer washing stand, dated 20*^ March 1797, 344/97/1325,
reproduced from f 113 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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45. Photograph of a Gillows' comer washing stand from Ardgowan, reproduced from MS
301, box 17, folder 2.
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47. Above, a Gillows' sketch of twelve designs for bookcase doors, 'Prices Per Pair',
dated 1792, 344/67/168. These illustrate Gillows price per part as mentioned in their
book of prices, sent to fellow cabinet-maker William Mass in 1783, reproduced from
f 143 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800. Below, a provenance for fig. 48.

2891.
An exceptionally fine and luportant Chippendale
period carved bookcase executed in palisnder wood,
the upper part with a moulded and carved cornice above
glazed doors,fitted with "Gothic" style astrgral bars,
the lower part with two cupboard doors either side of
four graduated drawers retaining their original
handles, the piece raised on a plinth moulding.
Circa 1760.
H. 7 ' 1 1 "
243crtis.

L.
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56ans.
244cms.
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48. Photograph of a large bookcase, possibly by Gillows, which features traceiy door design priced at 14 shillings from the sketch m
fig. 47, reproducedfi"omMS 301, box 20, folder 2.
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49. Gillows' sketch of a secretaire and bookshelf dated 28^ June 1798, ordered by the
London shop for the Countess of Derby at Knowsley Hall, Lancashire, no. 37,242,
satinwood, with stringing and crossbanding in purplewood, made by T. Drape,
344/97/1456, reproduced from f 155 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

50. Colour photograph of a secretaire with bookshelf, reproduced from MS 301, box 20,
folder 3.

51. Colour photograph of detail from the secretaire, fig. 50, showing stringing, handles
and patination, reproduced from MS 301, box, folder 3.

52. Rough sketch of a cistern by Gillows, dated 6^^^ May 1767, for Mr. Philip Howard of
Corby Castle, Cumberland, the brass handles from London, 344/90/43, reproduced
from f 177 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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53. Photograph of a Gillows' cistern at Dalemain in Cumbria, ordered by Edward and
WiUiam Hassell in 1774, reproduced from MS 301, box 17, folder 3, part 3.
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54. Photograph of a brass handle with lion's head detail from the cistern at Dalemain, fig.
53, reproduced from MS 310, box 17, folder 3, part 3.
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55. Gillows' sketch of a gardevine, dated 8*^ November 1788, for John Christian of
Workington Hall, Cumberland, made by John Dixson, carved by H. Gibson,
344/94/440, reproduced from f 182 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

56. Photograph of a Gillows' gardevine, similar to that in fig. 55, reproduced fi-om MS
301, box 17, folder 3, part 3.
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57. Gillows' sketch of a gardevine, not dated, circa May/June 1787, to hold six bottles,
344/94/24, reproduced from f. 183 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

58. Photograph of a Gillows' gardevine of the same design as fig. 57, from Finsthwaite,
reproduced from MS 301, box 17, folder 3, part 3.
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59. Gillows sketch of two dumb waiters, one with three tiers and another with two, dated
14^ December 1787, 344/94/180, reproduced from f. 186 in Gillow Furniture
Designs, 1760-1800.

60. Photograph of a Gillows' three-tiered dumb waiter from Finsthwaite, reproduced
from MS 301, box 17, folder 3, part 3

61. Photograph of a Gillows' two-tiered dumb waiter from Rode Hall in Cheshire,
reproduced from MS 301, box 17, folder 3, part 3.
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62. Gillows' sketch of a vase and pedestal, not dated, circa May/June 1787, for Sir James
Ibbetson of Denton Hall, Yorkshire, no, 1983, inlaying and engraving by John
Dowbiggin, 344/94/34, reproduced from f. 189 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-

63. Colour photograph of the vase from the Denton Hall vase and pedestal set, fig. 62,
now at Constable Burton, Yorkshire, reproduced from MS 301, box 17, folder 3, '
part 3.
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66. Gillows' sketch of an oval looking glass, dated 30*^ March 1797,344/97/1331,
reproduced from f. 195 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

67. Photograph of a Gillows' oval looking glass, akin to that in fig. 66, reproduced from
MS 301, box 17, folder 2.

68. Gillows' sketch of an oval firescreen on a tripod base, dated 30*^ September 1788 for
John Christian at Belle Isle in Westmoreland, no. 7093, satinwood made by Samuel
Cooper, 344/94/414, reproduced from f 225 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

69. Photograph of the firescreen, fig. 68, taken at Belle Isle, reproduced from MS 301,
box 27, folder 2.

70. Gillows' sketch of a hall chair with shield back and carved figure in centre, dated
1788, for Stephen Tempest, Esq., Broughton Hall, Yorkshire, 735/1/22, reproduced
from f 254 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

a
71. Photograph of a Gillows' hall chair of the same design as fig. 70, but with arms, from
Broughton Hall, Yorkshire, reproduced from MS 301, box 19, folder 2

72. Gillows' sketch of 'old balloon' back chair [left], introduced in 1785,735/1/ f.9,
Gillows' sketch of a 'new balloon' back chair [right], introduced in 1786, 735/1/ f 41,
reproduced from f 264 and f 265 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

73. Gillows' sketch of a drapery and feather back armchair, dated 19* January 1788, for
N. Crompton, Esq., Manchester, made by John Kilner and carved by H. Gibson,
344/94/212, reproduced from f 273 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

74. Detail of a chair back of the same design as fig. 73, reproduced from MS 301, box 17,
folder 3, part 1.

75. Gillows' sketch of an armchair, dated
July 1789, for John Trafford, Esq. Of
Trafford Park, Lanchashire, 344/95/514, this version taken from 735/1/14, reproduced
from f 274 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

76. Colour photograph of two chairs in the 'Trafford style' from Sotheby's Sale
catalogue, 1985, as referred to by Sarah Nichols, reproduced from MS 301, box 17,
folder 3, part 1.

/

77. Gillows' sketch for 'Wyatt's pattern chair' [left], first mentioned in 1782, this version
1791,735/1/ f.l2, and Gillows' sketch for a hall chair [right] with oval back, dated 1®*
March 1786, for Samuel Hibbert Esq., Manchester, 344/93/309, reproduced from f
275 and f 253 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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78. Gillows' sketch of a cabriole armchair, dated 29^ October 1788, for John Christian,
Esq., Workington Hall, Cumberland, made by Lupton and Milner, carved by T.
Romney, 344/94/432, reproduced from f 281 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 17607800.

79. Photograph of a Gillows' cabriole armchair, of fig. 78, originally from Workington
Hall, now at Belle Isle, reproduced from MS 301, box 17, folder 3, part 1.

%

80. Gillows' sketch of a dining or parlour chair with carved splats, undated, circa 1790,
design no. 18235, this version from 735/1/17, reproduced from f. 282 in Gillow
Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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81. Photograph of a Gillows' chair of the same design as fig. 80, from Famley Hall,
Yorkshire, reproduced from MS 301, box 19, folder 2.
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82. Photograph of the Gillows' stamp on the back of the leg of the chair at Famley Hall,
fig. 81, reproduced from MS 301, box 19, folder 2.

83. Gillows' sketch of a chair with plain splats, undated, circa 1790, 735/1/17,
reproduced from f 283 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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84. Photograph of a Gillows' chair, Hke that of fig. 83, reproduced from MS 301, box 17,
folder 3, part 2.

85. Gillows' sketch of a 'French' sofa, dated 31®' October 1786, for Robert Peel, Esq., no.
1864, made by R. Slater, carved by Henry Gibson and painted by J. Ripley, with late
rococo style curves and scrolls, 344/93/440, reproduced from f 289 in Gillow
Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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87. Gillows' sketch for small sofa, dated 31^ October 1787, for Mrs. Henry Rawlinson,
painted beech, designed and painted by Thomas Romney, 344/94/82, reproduced
from f 290, Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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88. Gillows' sketch of a satinwood commode with inlaid and painted oval panels, dated
1788,735/l/87v and 344/94/374, supplied to John Christian at Workington Hall,
Cumberland, reproduced from colour plate 12 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-

89. Colour photograph of the commode, fig. 88, now at Belle Isle, reproduced from MS
301, box 21, folder 1, part 2.
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90. Photograph of inlaid and painted man from the commode fig. 89, reproduced from
MS 301, box 21, folder 1, part 2.
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91. Photograph of inlaid and painted woman from the commode fig. 89, reproduced from
MS 301, box 21, folder 1, part 2.

92. Gillows' sketch of a painted chair, of 'Garforth' pattern, in 1795 ten of these chairs
were supplied to Peter Garforth of Embsay Hall, Skipton, 735/1/39, 38 and
344/97/1434, reproduced from colour plate 30 B in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760/aoo.
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94. Photograph of a Gillows' side or dressing table from Ayer Antiques, reproduced from
MS 301, box 17, folder 2.
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96. Gillows' sketches for two chairs, 735/1/7 reproduced from MS 301, box 19, folder 2.
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97. Photograph of a Gillows' chair from Constable Burton, the same design as sketch 1
from fig. 96, reproduced from MS 301, box 17, folder 3.
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98. Gillows' sketch of a sideboard table with 'termed legs', dated T f " February 1799, no.
37593, for the Earl of Eglinton, 344/98/1507, reproduced from f 96 in Gillow
Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

99. A Gothic chair made by Gillows for the Lancaster castle Grand Jury Room
reproduced from MS 301, box 17, folder 3, part 1.
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lOl.Gillows' sketch of a billiard table, not dated, c. January 1788,344/94/109,
reproduced from MS 301, box 27, folder 2.
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103. An engraving of a Universal table as envisaged by Thomas Sheraton in 1791,
reproduced from opposite p. 60, The Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer's Drawing
Book (New York: Dover Publications, 1972).

104.Gillows' sketch showing a Universal table with cabriole legs, made for Mr.
Chippendale, attorney, Manchester, undated, c. September 1760,344/89/26,
reproduced from f 3 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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lOS.Gillows' sketch for a deception table (with a sham drawer visible on the right side),
undated, c. June-July 1787, 344/94/44-5, reproduced from f. 28 in Gillow Furniture
Designs, 1760-1800.
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106.Gillows' sketch for a wardrobe with ogee feet that, unusually, includes a writingdrawer, 25*^ March 1788, 344/94/266, reproduced from f 135 in Gillow Furniture
Designs, 1760-1800.
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107,Gillows' sketch for a library bookcase with a closed pediment on top, undated, c.
May 1787, 344/94/8, for stock, reproduced from f 166 in Gillow Furniture Designs,
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109.Gillows' sketch for a buffet with a 'let-down' shelf and an open pediment, dated 4^
August 1787, 344/94/70, reproduced from f 172 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-
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1 lO.Gillows' sketch of a set of dining tables, not dated, c. May 1771, 344/168/182,
reproduced from MS 301, box 51, folder 3.
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will sell by auction
on instructions received
from
Mr. & Mrs. R. Long

The Remaining Substantial Contents
m

a

g

COLNE HOUSE
EARLS COLNE

on

WEDNESDAY, 6th JULY 1983
at
10.00 a.m.

111.Catalogue cover for the sale of goods from Colne House, Earls Colne, Essex, 1983.
Reproduced from MS 301, box 71, folder 1.

18t

a Gillows Patent telescopic dining table,
standing on eight turned, reeded and
tapering legs with brass .casters. The
top with an inset brass plaque Gillows
Patent - No. 50. Circa I8OO.
Extended 149" x 5 8 " .
Closed
58" X 21 J " .
„
Illustrated
Provenance:- Mark Hall, Barlow,. Essex.
Sale held by Messrs. Alfred Savi.ll at the
end of the last war. The table was owned
by Loftus Joseph Wigram Arkwright,
landlord of Mark Hall, Great Great Grandson
of Sir Richard Arkwright of 'Spinning
Jenny' fame, and Great Grandson of Richard
Arkwright of Willersley Castle, Derbyshire.

LOT 187

112.Photograph and provenance illustrating the 'telescopic dining table' for sale from
Colne House, reproduced from M S 301, box 71, folder 1.
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113.Page from Gillows' estimate sketch book, 344/98/1549, illustrating the construction
of a set of Patent dining tables for Lord Strathmore, no date, c. July/August 1800.
Note the box with the extra leaves for extending the table. Reproduced from MS
301, box 51, folder 3.
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116.Gillows' sketches for two chairs, 'No. 9' [left] with 'three upright baluster splats',
not dated, c. 1775,344/67/67, and 'Tablet-back chair' [right], satinwood with a
painted top rail, for Robert Peel Esq., 24^ August 1797, 344/97/1377. Reproduced
from f. 248 and f. 286 in Gillow Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.
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117.Gillows' sketches for two armchairs in the square-backed style favoured by Wyatt,
with padded elbows [left], undated, c. 1790-5,735/1/ f. 39 and with painted
ornament [right] also 735/1/ f. 39. Reproduced from f. 284 and f. 285 in Gillow
Furniture Designs, 1760-1800.

1 IS.Gillows' sketch of a hexagon cabinet to contain a shell-work temple, for Mrs.
Quincey, Manchester, dated 26^ January 1795, no. 31558, painted mahogany made
by Thos. Romney, 344/97/1144. Reproduced from f 128 in Gillow Furniture
Designs, 1760-1800.
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120.Gillows' stamp on the edge of a cupboard door, reproduced from MS 301, box 20,
folder 6.

